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tlre underlying surface. In nìany c'ascs refraction changes so quickly that

it can only be explained by frontal actj-vity or the rapidly changing

horizontal and vertical gradients of temperatule and water vapour

associatcd with coastal phenomena.
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I I MICROWAVE REFRACTION MTASUREMENTS

With the increasing use of ¡nicrowaves for line of sight

co¡ununication links there has been a great deal of theoretical

and experinental investigation into the behaviour of the

atmospherrr as a plopagation medit¡¡. Nonrally a link is

designed for optimun performance during standard atmosphere

conditions (1), but suctr large scale anomdlies as temperature

inversions, hr.unidity lapses, etc., can cause the refractive

index structure of the ¡nediu¡n to differ widely fron the

standard, and refract the electronagnetic waves accordingly.

Consequently the received signal can very widely from the

design value.

One nethod for measuring the extent of the rofraction uses

a scanned narrow beam antenna to detect angle arrival , (2).

Although this technique proved valuable during early research,

and has been a valuable aid in fi)r€ recent work, (t) it does

not lend itself to high resolution because it relies on

detecting ttre naximum of a bean, that is, the least sensitive

region of the radiation patÈen¡. It has the disadvantage

that the positioning and neasurlng equlpnent is often large

and costll md the output is not continr¡ous (one reading per

scan).

other nethods of measuring angle of arrival (4'5) involve

interferoneter tectrniques where two receiving antennas ale

placed several wavelengths apart on a vertical a¡tis, and tåe

a::ta;..'
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signals fron each receiver are compared in phase to give ttr-e appropriate

angle. This tectrnique has found favour where several receiving

antennas are used to investigate wavefront curvature, ild wavefront

distortion caused by turbulence in the mediun. The measurement of phase

often requires elaborate instrunentation.

Latery nany propagation experfunents L7 'B'9) hruu concentrated on the

small scaLe refractive index structure of the atnosphere by investigating

the fluctuations in signal anplitude (or phase) which appear on an

electromagnetic wave as it propagates through a nediun whose properties

are characterised by randon fluctuations in space and time. In these

experinents the earthrs atmosphere is ccnsidered to be such a nedium,

but the theory cannot yet handle suclt non-random effects as sharp layers

and thermal plumes. As a general rule, the eddy sizes which can be

investigated are linited by the geometry of the experiment.

A further class of experinent (67'68) 
neasures a change in the radio

path length. This method is quite suitable for detecting large scale

phenomena since the spectra of range variation peaks at L0-2 Hz. It gives

no indication of angular refraction or refractive index gradient.

The ai¡n of this thesis is to utilize the principles of high sensitivity

achievable at the intersection of two overlapping patterns, as used in radar

and instn¡¡nent landing syste¡ns, to neasure microwave refraction accurately.

The tectrnique is designed to neasure large scale changes in the refractive

index of the atrnosphere, and if possible, to detect the effects of nediun
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The site has been carefully chosen at the coast where

both flat and hiLly cormtry border the searproviding a

variety of interesting atnospheric effects for investigation.

I.3 ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE LIMITS RESOLUTION

Prelininary estiurates of the effects of turbulence in

tl¡e atu¡osphere indicate that randon amplitude fluctuations
(10) on each bea¡n will linit the resolution of the system.

In view of this a fairly extensive analysis into the effects

of tur"bulence on this experiment is undertaken.

Iiasically, the tecàniques of Lee and uarp (11) 
ane

extended to include the effect of the bean overlap. The

randon three dinensional refractivity field of the nediun is

resolved into spatial Fourier co¡nponur,a, 
(12) of varying

wavenu¡nber and position. The pertulbations produced by

each of these components are then su¡nmed and weighted

statistically to give the distribution and cov¿riançe of the

anplitude fluctuations appearing on each signal. The effect

of the crystal detectot and th¿ autonatic gaín contml of the

receiver is incorporated to give an estinate of the fluc-

tuation on the output as a fu¡rction of the strength of the

atnospheric tulbulence. Expressions for va¡iance and

covariance between the signals are further exanined to find

which section of the path is nost significant, Ðd $rhat size
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turbulent eddies have the nost effect on the syste¡n resolution.

fire effect of an anisotnopic medir¡r¡ is also investigated.

Although this theory has several limitations it does senre

to give an idea of the magnitude of the fluctuations expected

on the receiver and show that this will generally be greater

than instn-unt and stability errors.

this sa¡¡e theory is also used to estinate the errors appear-

ing on an interferometer under turbulent, conditions. fire

theoretical linits of its resolution in a turbulent nediu¡n

are then conpared with those attainable in this experinent.

L.4 RE@RDED DATA

Delays in arranging the loan of equipment have linited the

nain recording period to the nonths October, 1969 to April,

L970, with the bulk of 24 hour recording rmdertaken in

Febnrary to April, i.e., the hottest ¡nonth to the end of su¡nmer.

The difference signal and the â.9.c. feedback level have been

recorded on z 2 track pen recorder. Refraction is neasured

by the difference signal between the two over-lapping beams

The a.g.c. trace can be used to indicate correct oporation.

After the initial line up and sone prelininary tests,

signals from both antennas were recorded independently.

Correlation between the fluctuations on these signals is used
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Other large scale phenonena such as cold f¡onts, wind

direction changes, Ðd tìre onset of land and sea b¡eezes with

their 4gsociated f¡onts provide quite sPectacular changes on

the output. tlorizontal inhomogeneity, occurring when

different air masses nix at the coast, can also cause large,

rapid changes of refraction on days when hot air frorn the land

mixes with the sea air. Suctr large changes are unexpected

and this nethod of neasurenent should Prove to be very useful

in investigating coastal effects.

The at¡Dosphere, on this path at least, is rarely honogen-

eous a¡rd the effect of ¡¡ediu¡¡ scale anonclies cafi be detected

with the high resolution of this systeno Care is taken not to

dTaw too Í¡any eonclusions about the neteorological causes of

the phenonena obsenfed, but some plausible suggestions al,e

nade.
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LINEAR MEÀSUREMENT OF REFRACT ION ON A LINE OF SIGHT PATTI
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2.I INTRODUCTION

The simple relationship between nicrowave refraction and the

gradient of a linear refractive index profile is presented here,

and the extension to complex vertical profiles by using piecewise

linear approximations is ¡roted. some common refractive index

profiles are shown ar¡d their effect on p¡opagation is tabulated

for several paths

This chapter describes how nic¡owave refraction nay be measured

by using a sinulated ilray pathtt similar to that r¡sed in instrwnent

landing systerns (I.L.S). (16) 
The accuracy of the technique

originates fro¡n the fact tlìat operation occurs in a region of

rapid drange in an ¿rntenna pattern.

si¡nulation of the ray involves transnitting two radiation

patterns which overlap in the vertical plane so tj¡at the receiv-

ing antenna ries at thei¡ point of intersect,ion during standard
(L7) refractive index conditions. Signals fron each bea¡r are

coupared in the receiver to form a difference signal. When the

atnosphere is not standard this difference is no longer zero, but

knowing the trÍrns¡ritted pattems, the angle of fire of that parti-

cular ray which arrives at the receiver can be determined. Ttre

angle of fire of this ray, relative to that during standard

refractive index conditions, is taken to be a measure of refraction.

Furthermore, the receive¡ output is continuous and varies linearly

with the angle of refraction.
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For all possible atnospheric conditions this technique is

shown to accurately detect the firing angle of the direct ray,

provided that grourd (or sea) reflections are mininised, ild other

nultiple transnission paths are avoided.

This method nay be applied equally well to measure angle-of a:rival by

comparing the signal strengths received on two overlapping patterns. For

practical reasons angle-of-fire is chosen, and as a consequence this

chapter concentrates on the angle-of-fire aspects of tlr-e nethod.

Problems of detecting the beams seParately ale discussed and a

modulating and switching syste¡n is developed which gives a periodic !ìrave-

form at the receiver. This wave givesconplete isolation between the two

nodulation frequencies, and has excellent gain and frequency stabifity.

A site for this experinent is chosen in a coastal region where bottr

plains and hills border the transnission path, and provide a large variety

of refractive index conditions for investigation. Anteruna requirenents for

this path are established.

2.2 EQUATION OF BENDING

Refractive index of the troposphere is affected by barometric pressure,

terperature and hunidity, and all of these i¡ turn are affected by the

heigþt above the earthrs surface. A nodified version of refractive index C18)

fvl= (n-1+h/a") 106 2'L

is generally used, where n is the true refractive index, h and a"

are the height above the earthts surface and the earthrs radius

respectively. Normally lrf increases with height (fig. 2.t(a))

causing near horizontal rays to bend with a Îadius of curvature
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equal to four thirds the earthrs radius, (19) but pressure

variations, temperature inversions, huni.dity lapses, etc. can

cause quite abrrrpt changes in the vertical profile. This nornal

gradient of M is taken as the sta¡dard refractive index profile
(r7). substandard gradients (fig. 2.1 (b)) bend rays upwards

while superstandard layers (fig. 2.1 (c)) bend rays downwards

fro¡n the no¡rnal condition.

The equation of bending in an aturosphere with a linear profile

is given by xe¡¡ (20)

h2 = hl + LÊ¡ , t2¡2a" 2.2

where h and h are trar¡smitter and receiver heights respectively,I 2

L is the path length and ß, is the angle of fire of ray leaving

the transnitter. Ttre effective earthrs radius a- is related
e

to the slope of the M profile bY

I = 1+dn
ãeãõ'

Using equations 2.2 and 2.3 the ray patterns nay be calculated.

conplex ptofiles may be treated by a piecewise linear approx-

ination of M. An example ray Pattenr is shown in fig. 2.2 fot

a bilinear profile, while other patterns are left ru¡til Appendix I.

F¡on a study of obsened refractive index ptofiles,(2t) the

naxinun M gradients maintained over 200 feot or so are ! 20 t¡tits

per 100 feet, narking the linits of expected bending calculated in

Table 2.1.

-6
dM

ãñ'
10 2.3
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TABLE 2.1

DEVIATION OF TIIE DIRECT RAY BETI{EEN

FIXËD AI,¡TENNAS FROM TfIE STATIDARD ATIGTE OF FIRE

dM

ãñ'in linear profiles

Munits er 100 feet

Relative Angle of Fire

(de r mile of

0.0240

0.0168

0.0095

0.0052

o.0022

0

-0.oo22

-0.0052

-0.0095

-0.0169

-0.0270

-0.0373

ation

Surbrefraction

Standard

Superrefraction

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

+20

+15

+10

+7

+5

+3.6

+2

0

-3

-8

-ls

-20

2.3 REFRACTION MEASUREMENT USING A SIMULATED RAY

It is possible, by using an antenna systen, to sinulate a

ttray" and hence measure refraction by determining the firing
angle of the actual ray which readres the receiver.

In fi.g. 2.3, two equal but slightly overlapped antenna

p¿ttems A and B are generated at the trarismitter with different

modulation frequencies to distinguish then, forrning a surface
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of intersection si¡nilar to that used in irstrument landing systens.

(16) Hottally the two transnitted patterns would be aligned

under standard refractive index conditions to nake the difference

signal (A-B) equal to zero at the receiver, i.e. the receiver

lies in a null. A¡¡y difference recorded at the receiver will

indicate that non-standard propagation is occurring.

It can be argued that provided grorurd reflections can be

kept to an insignificant value and no other nultiple transnission

paths exist betwoen the tra¡rsmitter and receiver, the received

signals A, and B" nust have the sane ratio as they did when

transmitted, because both signals nr¡st follow the same ray path.

Knowing the relationship between Aa and Bt * transmitted, the

angle of fire of this ray mey be determined.

If atmospheric attenuation and transnitter Power remain steady,

(A-B)r =kl (A-B) t 2.4

where kl is a constant. Fron fig. 2.4 (a)'(A-B)a is seen to vary

alnost linearly with angle and thr¡s (A-B) 
" "- 

be used to linearly

detect the firing angle of the ray between the antennas.

In practice, atmospheric attenuation' or ctranges in transnitted

I)ower, would attenuate the value of (A-B)"r êvên thougþ no change

in angle of fire has occurredr that is kl is no longer constar¡t

and this difference c¡rn not be r¡sed t¡o reliably measure refraction.
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To renove attenuation effects a nodified difference signal

(A-ts)/(A+B) is used, and now the relationship between the received

and transnitted difference signals,

2.5
r t

is dimensionless and contains no attenuation cor¡star¡t. The fo:mr

of the trans¡ritted value of the ¡rodified difference signal

shown in fig. 2.4 (b) has a large linear range and exhibits

saturation when the angle gets too large.

'Ihr¡s if the signals A and B are detected and the modified

difference (A-B)/(A+B) is fo¡med in the receiver, the output

will linearly indicate the úrgle of fire of the direct ray

ru¡der all conditions, ild consequently measure refraction.

Fig. 2.5 taken fmn Appendix I shows that the output fron

tl¡e receiver still gives a true indication of refraction for all
expected linear or non-linoar M pmfiles, provided dual or

nultiple transnission paths are inpossible. Even if horizontal

gradients of M exist, the signals A and B must follow a coÍupn

transnission path and the above argunent is still valid.

A null plane aritenna was built to test the feasibility of

generating an accurate linear difference signal, and results

were @nsidered good enough to publish, Q2) a reprint of which

appears in Appendix 2 of this thesis.

(/\-B)
(rtr)

(A.B)
(FE)

p,
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2.4 I'ODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR ACCURATE RAY DETECTION

Assuning that the physical stability of the transrnitting

antenna assembly is adequate, the precision of the refraction

measurenents relies upon accurately detecting the signals A and

B independently at the receiver, and in maintaining equal

transnitted power in each of the overlapping beams.

At first consideration the input power coul.d be split into

two drannels, different modulation signals applied to distinguish

between A and B, and the mdulated signals fed to the two traris-

mitting entenna¡¡. However, the generation of the radiation

patterns in this experinent is seen to require two separate

transnitting antennas (Chapter 3.), and to avoid an interfenence

pattern at the receiver, time nt¡st be shared between the aerials.

Power can be shared by switching the klystmn between the aerials

at a sufficiently high rate to adequately sanple their nodulation

frequencies. If the switching waveform is sufficiently sharp

(square wave), 4d its frequency and nark-space ratio stable,

then equal power is delivered to each bean. Modulation depth

is nost easily kept constant by r.rsing 100% square wave nodulation

(on-off) with stable switching waveforms.

As a tuned receiver is used to isolate the two signals, the

products of nodulation and tine sharing should not allow a

significant conponent of the field strength fro¡n beam A to be

detected at frequency B, or vice vetsa. A novel systen of
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switclìing and salnpling is developed here where the received

signal is truly representative of the relative levels of A and B

along the ray patå of interest, with no cross coupling at all.

Modulation and switdring frequencies are derived fro¡r the

same crystal oscillator and all waveforns are consequently

han¡onically locked. Modulation frequencies ct¡osen are lg0 Hz

and 300 tlz and the switching rate for tine sharing need only be

900 llz. Note that any harmonics of A (s60, s40 Hz etc.) gener-

ated in the receiver itself do not interfere with the detection

of B, (tuned to 300 Hz). The received waveform is periodic

with a repetition rate of 60 ttz.

Fig. 2.6 shows the ¡¡odulation con¡ronents of A and B with

signal strengths conesponding to those in the direction of the

direct ray. The perioöc wavefonn f(t) at the receiver (carrier

removed) is also shown.

A Fourier deconposition of f(r) yields,

f(t) = 0,133(3a + 5b) - a(0.3183)cos(2II.180.t)

-b (0. 3183) cos (2[. 300t) -a(0. 1fS6) cos (\/2-2n. 960. t)

-a(0. f 0ó 1) cos (2II.540t) +b(0 .2757) cos(It/ 2-2n. ó00. t)

-a(0 .2449) cos (rrl2- z'fi.720. r) + (0.084g7) (3a-5b) cos (2n.900. t)
*. . . . .... .. i . .... ¡. e .. .+ higher frequency tenos

2"6

where a and t¡ are the cornponents of field strength (or power
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on a crystal detector) received fnon patterns A and B. This

received signal has a component at 180 Hz dependent on the

strength of the signal fron aerial A only, md an equal gain

component at 300 Hz dependent upon B only" If equal gain tuned

anplifiers are u¡sed to detect the A and B conponents, this

highfy stable waveforrn should allow the particular ray of interest

to be deteÍtined very accurately.

2.5 EXPERIþII]NTAL SI]IE

Ihe site for investigation into refraction is drosen to satisfy

two general sets of conditions.

(bnvenience is the basis of the first set.

(1) An overvater path is desirable as a larger range of

atmsphetic anomdlies occur over the sea.

(2) A path where wind cones off the land for a large percentage

of the ti¡ne is convenient, and this path should for the

naJor part be at least a ¡nile offshore to allow sone local

effects to stabilise.

(3) The test site should be in the proxinity of the V.H.F.

links between Kingscote on Kangaroo Island, and the main-

land to enable correlation tests between the different

frequency ranges to be utdettaken.

(4) There should be hills or cliffs at eadr end of the path

to avoid expensive construction of towors for munting

antennas.
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(5) Mains power should be available, and the site should be

near Adelaide.

The second set of conditions is based on expected angles of
refraction and antenna requirements.

(1) An 80 nlt klystlon is the only s5 GHz source available to

tåe author, thns for a reasonable revel of received signal

over a few ¡riles, antenna gairs need to be about 45-50 Db,

i.e. aperture sizes of about 1.2 metres are needed. using

aerials of this size, beçause larger ones becone too ex-

pensive, a propagation path of at least 4 niles is necessary

to provide arersonable anount of bending (t0.15 degrees).

(2) The maxinun height of the receiver should be about s00 feêt

as the author wishes to limit investigation to the at¡rps-

phere t¡elow this level.

(3) The naximurn patlr length is about z niles for a receiver

height of 300 feet, as the required antonna bea¡¡nidths

to avoid sea reflections becone too narrow ancl aerials
becone too expensive.

(4) The transnitte¡ height nay vary anywhere flon near 0,

to 300 feet as the angle of fire between the direct ray

and the sea reflected ray renair¡s virtually constant

(fig. 2.7). About 100 feet is desired, then the link

will give rin averaged result over the renge 100-500 feet.
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Aldinga Bay, 30 niles south of Adelaide, South Australia, is

the nost convenient site to satisfy the above requirements. The

trans¡nitter site at Aldinga Beactr has been limited by the local
n

coucil to a site on an 80 foot cliff bordering the beach, while
^availability of access roads at Myponga Beach li¡nited the receiver

location. It was necessary to nove L ¡nite inland to find a

convenient site with sufficient height to avoid sea reflections

(280 feet). The transmission path shown in fig. 2.8. ¡ has .been

surveyed in profile (fig 2.9). A photograph of the bay appears

in fig. 2.1O.

It is shown in Appendix I tl¡at rnultipath transnission cannot

occur on this link and the technique of section 2.5 will yield

valirl results.

2.5. I AI.¡TENNA REQUIRE¡.IENTS

Fron fig. 2.7 the angle between the direct and reflected

rays on this path is 0.90 degrees during standard refractive

index conditions. Allowing for the beam naxinuns to be off-

set t0.15 degrees from the direct standard ray, the sea

reflected ray clearance is now only 0.75 degrees frpn the

¡raxim¡n of the lower bean B. A further safeguard of 0.15

degrees against non standard propagation would mean that

the transnitter beannidtJr shoul,d be about 0.60 degrees to

tho first null.
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Sidelobes must be kept small as ttrey introduce errîors

into the measurement of refraction. With a sufficiently

tapered distribution of field strength across the aperture

to mini:nise sidelobes, a I.2 to 1.5 netre dish would have

good protection against the sea reflected ray, and have

sufficient gain for this pattr-.

2.6 REASON FOR æDING

Angle-of-arrival or angle-of-fire may be rneasured by using the

coding systen described in this thesis. If angle-of-arrival is

measured, the signals fron the two receiving antennas could first

be ¡nodulated and then tine shared on the crystal detector. The

composite signal on the crystal could then be fed into tuned

anplifiers to dete:mine the nagnitudes of the pov¡ers in each bea¡n.

Angle-of-amival could be measured without this coding if the two

overlapping beams h¡ere generated fron the same parabola. In this

c¿rse the two signals would be in phase and the su¡n and difference

signals could be extracted at 35 GFlz in an R.F. hybrid.

tlnfortrmately it was necessary in this experiment to use t$ro

antennas to forn the overlapping beans in order to keep the side-

lobe level sufficiently low (p3-3). Angle of arrival could still

be neasured without coding but stability problens come to the fore.

Two crystal detectors (one for each receiving dish) and two very

stable high gain receivers would be needed. An additional problen
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here is that the two crystal detectors may have characteristics wtr-idt nay

change with teryeratule or received signal strength in an urequal way.

It is therefore preferable to use the same crystal to detect the signal

on each beam. The coding systen already described provides a means of

tine sharing each a¡tenna on the same clystal and of distinguishing

between them.

using the coding systen, high stability can be obtained whether

angle-of-fire or angle-of-arrival is neasured. fire most important

stability criteria is that the gains must always be equal rather tha¡t

highly stable in nagnitude. Equality of gains is easily achieved

because when the coded signal is amplified, the frequency coilponents

of A and B are anplified equally, even though the actual receiver

gain nay vary with temperature or with change in rails voltage.

Separation of the two frequencies is then easily acconplished with

very stable filters.

Given the physical requirenents of separate antennas to produce

the overlapping bear¡s, the case for coding is justified on stability

growrds. Angle-of-fire or angle-of-arrival nay be detected equally

well with the coding system described here.

2.7 AI'IGLE-0F-FIRE IS ME ASURED RATHER THAN ATIGIE.OF-ARRIVAL

Ttrere are practical reasons for neasuring angle-of-fire rather

than angle-of-arrival at this site, althougþ for other sites there

may be nothing to choose between the two neasurements. Ihe effects

of sea reflections, and the cost of installation, are nininised in

this experinent.
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Tt¡e modulation system developed with its constant nodulation

depth (1ooø"¡ and crystal control of frequency generates a highly

stable periodic wave at the receiver with frequency cornponents

representing the power.s radiated in each bean along the appropriate

ray path. The choice of nodulation frequencies does not allow

interfering harnnnics to be generated by non-linearíties in the

receiver, and enables the signals to be detected accurately.

Provided the conditions of nininising sea reflections and

avoiding nultipath trans¡nission by keeping the path short, fire

adhered to, this systen is capable of linearly measuring refraction

with high resolution.

The choice of a site on a coastal path bordered by hills and

plains offers nany opportt¡rities of recording non-standard effects

and should provide sufficient data to demonstrate the applications

of this technique.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes how the systen in chapter 2 is established

as a working experi¡nent. Tlre design and construction of antennas

is su¡nnarised, and arl of the electronics have been specifically

developed for this system. Enphasis is placed on obtaining beam

stability and on accuracy of detection in order to ac}¡ieve very

high resolution in the measurement of atnospheric refraction.

Antenna requirements determined in the previous chapter call

for low sidelobe radiation patterns to avoid the sea reflected ray.

This nakes it necessary to ¡¡se two transnitting paraboras, instead

of two f""d:þ$EÏÎãfi¡irPt""*. As a 55 GHz ktysrron w¿ts the only

microwave source above 10 Gtlz available, this was chosen as the

operating frequency of the link and antennas are designed accord-

ingl¡r. Their design and testing is outlined and radiation patterns

are shown. Metl¡ods of testing the antennas on site and accurately

aligning their position are discussed.

Modulation and time sharing of power between these a¡rten¡ras is

achieved using ferrite switching devices to provide on-off nodul-

ation (100t square wave), Ðd to give adequate isolation between

the nodulation frequencies applied to each beam. Logic circuits

and drivers to control the microwave switches are described.

Itlith rigid antenna nounts and constant tpdulation depths and

frequencies, a high resolution is attainable if the receiver is

stable. A crystal detector is the only microwave receiving
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equipment available to the author to detect and demodulate the R.F.

on tl¡e received signals. Ï,%it"i?þ""i is a periodic wave with signal

strength infor¡nation of A and B at frequencies 180 and 300 Hz

respectively. Signal strengths are of the orde¡ of 1-10 uV and

special care is neederl to produce highly stable, equal gain, tuned

stages to detect A and lì separately. Low Q circuits and crystal

control of mixing frequencies to give narrow t¡andwidths within the

teceiver, ènsuÌe very high gain stabilityrand low noise.

With all equipnent instatled, the antennas are aligned as

required to give a null at the receiver on a day expected to have

a stable refractive index profile and little atnospheric turbulence.

The system has been calib¡ated to neasure angles of refraction

relative to conditions on this day.

3.2 AI,¡TENNA DESIGN Al.¡D C0NSTRUCTION

Tho null plane antenna developed in Appendix 2 would provide

a suitable method of generating the overlapping bearus, but it

cannot be easily constn¡cted at 35 Gltz. Because an 80 mhl klystron

is the only source avaílable for tra¡rsu¡ission over a 6L ¡nile path,

lrean shaping in ttre E plane would be necess aty to increase the gain

of this antenna, greatly adding to the constructional difficulties.

l{equired radiation patterns are consequently generated by two

sinple paraboloid rcflectors of 1.2 metres aperture. A tapered

field strength distribution across this aperture has been nentioned

in chapter 2.5.1 as having sufficiently narrow beanwidth and low
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enough sidelobes to provide adequate protection against the sea

reflected ray. The sidelobe level is investigated further in
chapter 5.2.2.

Bean overlap is chosen as t 0.1s degrees either side of the
direct ray to give a convenient cross-over point about zdB ¿own

on the naxin¡¡¡rs. unfortu¡¡ately two feeds cannot be used on the
same parabola to produce this snall 0verlap. rhe horn size
needed to produce a tapered aperture distribution for low side-
lobe perfor¡nance is too rarge to allow two sucÌ¡ horns to be

positioned closely enough together.

Antennas are positioned l.S metres apart horizontally, and to
avoid an interference field at the receiver, power nr¡st be time

shared between then. Differences between the technique of
drapter 2 and this, whict¡ uses switched antennas 1.5 netres

apart, are not highly significarit over 6L niles.

3.2.L AI.JTENNA CONSTRUCTION

Aerials are constructed fmm 1.2 netre cast b¡onze dishes

nadrined to a paraboloid within 0.0r0 inctres tolerance

(t 0.25 r¡rn) for good perfornance at JS GHz. The subtend_

ed angle between the feed and the dish is r20 degrees.

Horns were originally designed according to Jasik, (25)

but because of the relatively large outside cllnensions of
the fabricatêd feeds, the larger effective apertures

caused their radiation patterns to be too narrow. Redesigned
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horns have the radiation patterns in fig. 3.1., and a¡¡

additional space attenuation taper of 2.5 dB f¡o¡n ttre

reflector geometry cal¡ses the parabolic aperture distrib-

ution to taper to -20 dB at ttre edges. (26) thi,
distribution should allow an adequately low sidelobe

patte¡:n.

Tming screws are provided on eadr horn and havo been

adjusted to give a V.S.hl.R. of 1.025 at 35 GIIz. The phase

centre of each feed has been fowrd by conventional methods,

(27) 
and the horns then nourited at the focus of eactr

parabola (fig. 3.2). Very high stability requirements

necessitate the relatively large feed support structure

and althougþ aperture blocking is expected, it should not

be too severe.

Ttre receiving antenna utilises a 1.5 metre stainless

steel parabolic reflector fro¡r a World War II searcÌ¡-

light, with some necessary superstn¡cture retained to

support tl¡e feed. An appropriate feed horn is used.

Transnitting and receiving antennas are shown in figs.

3.3 and 3.4 respectively.

3.2.2 AI'¡TENNA TESTIì¡G

Ttre aerial test range at Weaponrs Research Establishnent,

Salisbury, South A¡stralia, was used to nea¡iure the

a¡rtenna pattems, md the testing procedure is illr¡strated
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in fig. 3.5 Each antenna vûas rotated on a rigid rpr¡r¡t

inside an anecl¡oic chantpr and tested over a range of

600 feet.

E and Il ptane radiation patterns of one antenna are

shown in figs. 3.6 and 3.7 respectively to have the

required beamwidth and a satisfactory sidelobe level of

-26 d8. Tt¡e other antenna is alnost identical.

The large physical size and weight of the searchlighr

receiver makes it inpracticable to test the radiation

pattern, but is expected to have a bea¡nwidttr of g0%

of each transmitting aerial a¡rd a sinilar sidelobe level.

3.2.3 AI.JTENNA @NTROIS AI.¡D PROTECTION

As the aritennas nust be accurately positioned along the

direct standard ray in azimuth, Ðd displaced t 0.ls

degrees in elevation, they nust be very stably munted

with accurately calibrated adjustment controls.

Stabifity is achieved by nomting both aerials on a

rigíd framework set in a thick slab of concrete. This

slab is isolated fmn the wind loading on the stn¡cture,

in whict¡ the aerials aro housed, a¡rd achieved stability
is ostinated at better than t 0.001 degrees. The antennas

are placed about 1.5 metres back frorn the opening of the

housing and are targdy protected frcn wind loading.
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Azinuth and elevation contr,ols for each antenna provide

adjustnent over t 0.5 degrees, where adjustnents are made

by accurately cut fine thread screws. Ihring initial
¡adiation pattern neasurements, telescopes were accurately

aligned with the nain bea¡n and rigidly attached to the

supporting frarnework of each antenna. Now these boresíghts

are used.to provide an optical dreck for the adjustrrent

controls.

Ttre receiving antenna does not have to be so accurately

aligned, nor needs the stability adrieved al¡ove, and

consequentty the searctrlight base just rests on a flat solid

concrete floor with adjust¡nents made by the original

controls. A boresight is also pmvided.

Both receiving and transnitting aerials are housed in

cotnrgated iron st!'r.¡ctures in which the front ends open to

allow trar¡snission (figs. 3.5 and 3.4). Ttrese structures

also provide wind and rain protection and nay be locked

when the link is not operating to p¡otect valuable equip-

nent. The openings of the sheds are large enough to

avoid interference with the Fresnel field of the .ntur,r*(29).

3.3 SI{ITCHING METTIODS

Fig. 5.8 shors the block diagran of the nicrowave switdring

network used to ¡rodulate and switch the two bea¡ns. Fig. 3.9 is

a photograph of the apparatus. Tl¡e circulator switch is a

fer¡ite conpônent with circulation in the direction shown when no
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bias is applied, and any power reflected fro¡n arm A is directed

into a microwave load. lrlith appropriate bias, the direction of

circulation is reversed and power f¡on the klystron is directed

into arm B, the load then absorbing power reflected f¡o¡n the

¡nodulator in this ann. No isolator is r¡sed between the klystron

and the ci.rculatori, as the switch provides a constant l,ow'v.s.hl.R.

even during switctring. Individual nodulation of antennas A and B

is perfomed by the two fìort ferrite devices shown, white

directional couplers ¡nonitor the nodulated power.

Transnission and isolation characteristics for the circulator
(fig. 3.10) and one modulator (fig. 3.11) clearly show that the

bias current fo¡ bost isolation nr¡st be carefully drosen.

900 llz switdring between antennas is easily accomplished

by apptying a square wave of the appropriate bias current to the

circulator switdr, while 180 a¡¡d 500 Hz nodulation of antennas

A and B is sinilarly applied to the respective two port ferrite
switdres.

Note that there is not much mre than S0 dD of isolation

between the ¡¡icrowave power delivered to antennas A and B using

this system. The urwanted conponent could cause a slight

interfer'ence field at the rêceiver. If necessavr ffi additional

30 t of isolation could be ot¡tained by controlling the switch-

ing fwrctions such that modurator A prevents power being radlated

from antenna A while povrer is being delivered to B. Ttrat is,
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at least 60 dB of isolation between beans A and B can be obtained

in ttris way. rhís switching technique is r¡sed in Appendix 2 and

only nequires a s¡nall additional anount of driver logic. unfor-

tmately tl¡is extra isolation w¿ls not inplenented during the courie

of this experinent.

3.5.I TRANSMITTER LOGIC AI.¡D DRIVER^S

1801300 and 900 llz signals are all derived fr,o¡n a single

crystal oscillator as shown in fig. 3,!2. A simple crystal

oscillator (30) generates a ILS.Z kHz signal which is

subsequently divided with FuL 923 fogi[sl] tB00 nz. Gated

shift counters (S2)perform the divide by 3 and 5 fr¡¡rctions

while following flip flops provide equal mark-space ratio

and final division

Switching of the ferrite devices is acconplished with

the drivers in fig. 3.13 where resistor Rl nay be triur¡ned

for optinun biassing current.

If tt¡e extra isolation montbned above is required, extra

gates are needed at the final stages of the divide logic

to sense the polarity of the 900 Hz signal and control the

modulator d¡ivers accordingly.

5.4 RECEIVËR

The design of a receiving network to accurately forrn the difference

slgnal (A-B)/(l+g) is ilportant, as this piece of equiprnent will
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probably be the liniting factor in act¡ieving high resolution.

In order to distinguish between tJre signals radiated fron A

and B, it is necessary to isolate the 180 and S00 Hz signals

from the crystal detector into two representative d.c. signals

by ureans of stable, high gain tuned arnplifiers folrowed by linear

rectifiers. T}¡e ¡¡ectified outputs are passed into su¡n and

diffe¡ence anplífiers, and when the sun is fed back to control a

co¡D¡non â.grcr stage, the difference.signal output has the forn

(A-B)/(A+B). If a crystal detector is used on the input ro rhis

recoiver, A and B represent the relative power in the radiation

patteÍrs.

The block diagran of the receiver is shown in fig. 5.L4. Low

noise performance is adrieved by keeping the bandwidth small¡ Good

preanplifier design, with bandpass d¡aracteristics rejecting

frequencios either side of 180 and 300 I{2, keeps noise to a

nini¡nrm. At this stage, while the gain for eadr frequency is still
con¡mn, a low distortion autonatic gain cont¡ol with a range of

70 & (fig. 5.15) is employed.

Each signal then urdergoes furthor prelininary filtering in

very stable gain active filters with a Q of 10 before being nixed

with crystal dorived frequencies of 160 and 520 Hz respectivoly to

give 20 llz outputs. These signals are further filtered, and then

rectifiod in operational a.urplifier circuits whidr have a linear

renge of 10 mV to 6 V. (tt) on""ational anptifiers are also t¡sed

to perfonr the adding and sr¡btracting firnctions. A sinplified
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circuit diagran is shown in fig.3.16.

3.4.1 SPECIFICAÎIONS

Input impedance =

Maxinuur gain =

Signal to Noise Ratio =

Cross coupling between channels

Tenperature variation of !âins=

Tenperature variation of the

ratio of the gains =

bandwidth

tine constant

20 KS¿

14ó Db per channel

40 Db at luV input

better than -40 Db

-o.L%/oc for each channel

better thari 0.1% over the

te¡nperature range 20oC to

sooc

= 4 llz per drannel

= 0.3 seconds (a.g.c. on)

3.5 SYSTEM CAIIBRATION

The calibration of the equipnent depends to a large extent on how

accurately the aritennas are originalry aligned. The systen was

aligned on a windy day with little atnospheric turbulence, but as

a refractive index profile for the path was not available, all
bending rpasurements sr¡bsequently taken are relative to conditions

at this ti,ne. This condition is relaxed in chapter S.5.1 to nake

the ref¡action relative to an esti¡nated standard condition.

Elevation and azinuth controls for eacl¡ antenna have been

varied over a range of t 0.30 degrees and the resulting radiation
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patterns taken at the receiver agree weLl with the previously

tested patterns. Maxinuns have been forurd accurately for eadr

antenna and aligned along the direct ray for this day.

Beams a¡e then offset by using the elevation controls to point

the naxinum of A upwards by 0.15 degrees from the direct ray, and

B downwards by the sane arnount. With this fixed angular displac-

ment between the naximu¡ns of A and B, different angles of fire

were sirnulated by moving the transrnitting systen as a whole through

10.50 degrees to give the calibration curve shown in fig. 3.L7.

A large linear range exists over !0.15 degrees. The departure from

linearity is catrsed by the shape of the radiation patterns (fig.

2.4(b)). Fig. 3-18 shows how the angle of fire ¡neasured from the

calibration curve in fig. 3-17 varies with the angle calculated from the

conùination of the offset transmitter radiation pattems. By

overlapping the bea¡ns horizontally, similar calibration curves are

obtained for refraction me¿rsurements in that plane.

Stability, sea reflections and instrumentation ersors limit the

resolution of the calibration me¿¡surernents to about 10.002 degrees.

0n sone days when the¡eis little atmospheric turbulence, the output

stays stable within these limits for several ninutes. 0n other days

turùulence generally causes variations greater than this to aPpear

on the output.

3.6 æNCLUSIONS

Acceptable antennas have been constTucted and installed on the link

to produce the stable, low sidelobe overlapping radiation Patterns
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required in this experinent. Instrunentation of the rndulating

tectrniques ploves to be simple and quite stable, md although

only 30 dB of isolation between the beams is achieved here, a

sligþt nodification of the switching logic improves this to 60 dB'

simple denodulation of the R.F. with a clystal detector

necessitates the use of a high performance audio frequency

receiver, but if either higher polúel transmitting equiprnent, or a

rmre sophisticated nicrowave receiver were available, a sfuq)ler audio

receiver could be used. The general techniques, and use of low Q

circuits, to obtain high gain staþility would still be ¡sed, but

with less stringent noise requirenents a larger bandwidth and

corresponding faster time constant could be achieved.

Calibration of the output as a finction of refraction is very

linear, and the resolution of 10.002 degrees obse:n¡ed during

Line-up shows that this equiprnent will enable very small angles

of refraction to be neasured.
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4.L INTRODUCTION

During line up and calibration procedures, the output

was steady enough to measure refraction with a resolution

of ! O,OO2 degrees, but on sone occasions a larger random

fluctuation of t 0.005 degrees has apPeared on the output.

These perturbations are due to randorn fluctuations in the

refraciive index structure of the mediu¡n, and the 1.es-

olution of the systen for detecting non-random tefractive

index changes wiIl be linited by this turbulence.

In this chapter the nature of the turbulence is

discussed, and the rando¡n refractivity field of the medium

is considered as made uP of an infinite nunber of spatial

Fourier conponents. (54) Considerable work has been done

on the problem of weak scattering by these comPonents'

(35' 36' 37) and the techniques of Lee and Harp (37)

are thought to be the most readily adapted to the analysis

of the effects of turbulence on this experinent.

The effect of variance and covariance between the

turbulent amplitude fluctuations aPPearing on both beans

is calculated by extending the basic techniques of Lee

and Harp to include the radiation pattern shape and the

angular displace¡nent of the two beams.

This involves resolving the three dinensional

refractivity field into thin slabs Perpendicular to the

propagation path, and further resolving the two dinen-

sional fietd within each slab into spatial Fourier
conponents of varying wave nu¡nber and angle in polar
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co-ordinates. Pertulb¡tions produced on each signal A and B

by FourieÌ eonponents of different wave nr¡úer, angle, ild position

along the transnission path are sumed statistically to give the

variance a¡rd covariance between the fluctuations on A and B in

terrs of the path paraneters and the power spectn¡¡l of the

refractivity field. (38)

Expressions derÍved a.rc in the fo¡m of a triple integral

over wavenruber, path position, and the orientation of the Fourier

conponent in space. As the integrand also contains the conplex

variable, consÍderable conputational effort is involved in obtain-

ing a nunerical answer. the integr¡nd is also separately oxamined

for its bdraviour with respect to distance and wavenrmber to find

how signal variances depend upon path position, and to find which

turùulent eddy sizes a¡e nost significant.

AutonatÍc gain control on tl¡e receiver tends to snooth out

cor¡elated fluctr¡¿tions on each signal. Ttre variance of the gain

controlled receiver output is exa¡rined to find the resolution

iuposed on the systen by çurùulenceo The effect of an anisotropic

uedir¡n on the resolution is also investigated, and shown to have a

snall effect only.

Experinental ve¡ification of this tJreory is left wttil the

next chapter.

4"2 PROPERTIIiS OF 1TIE TURBUT.ENT AITOSPHERE

llhen nicrpwave signals f¡rn eadr transmitte¡ pþpagate thrcugh
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a turbulent nediun, ta¡rdom vatiations in ¡efractive index will

car¡se fluctuations on botJt signals and consequently affect the

output fron the difference teceiver. It is the purpose of this

chapter to calculate the effect of the turtulent ra¡rdo¡n medir¡n

on the accuracy of the received singal, Ðd to investigate

whictr portions of the path, and what size turbulent eddies have

the most effect on the output. The effect of having separate

radiation centres for beans A and B is also to be investigated.

4.2.L GENERAL PROPERTIÊS OF N{E MEDIUM

The troposphere is generally in a state of turbulent

notion causing ra¡rdo¡t anplitude and phase dtanges to aPpear

on electronagnetic waves travelling through the medi¡¡¡l.

This turbulence occurs whenever the Reynoldrs nu¡nbe¡ of the

air is greater than the critical value R""".

Refractive index of the air n, is a fr¡rction of the

absolute teÍperature T (ok¡, pressur€ P (nb) and the water

vapour plessure e (¡nb) (39) ,hu""

N = (n - 1).10 + 4800 eT'
T and e are not strictly corsentative passive, (40) 

o.ra

here can be fairly accurately regarded as suctr, in whictt

case the nicrostn¡cture of the refractivity field becones

)
6=79(p

T
4 1a

AN= 7e p (-aT)

T2

+ 79. 4800 (Âe)

T
2

which for T = 293oK, p = l00O ù, becomes

4.2
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AN = - 0"92 AT + 4.4 Àe 4.3

Thus small tenperatu¡e and water vapour fluctuations in

the nicrostructure of the atnosphere result in snall

dranges in the refractive index field.

Consider the problon of scattering of electronagnetic

waves in an atnosphere in which, because of turbulent

mixing, there appear these irregular refractive index

ftuctuations whiclt scatter the incident wave. To solve

this problen the refractive index fietd is considered

to be a randon fi¡rction of the co-o¡dinates, and any tine

dranges in the n whictr do occur will simply be regarded

as different realisatiotts of the ¡aridon field.

The randon fields of pressure, tenperature and hunidity

qre horcgeneo*t 
-or?Xliopi". 

A homgeneous

field has a co¡¡stant nean value a¡¡d its correlation ft¡nction

does not ctrange when the pair of obsenation points 1¡ and

12 are both displaced by the sa¡ne amunt in the sa¡ne

direction. lhis field is also isotropic tf the correlation

fi¡¡rction depends only upon the distance between the obsen¡-

ation points and not the direction of the line joining then.

A honogeneor¡s field can be represented in the form of a

th¡¡ee dinensional stochastic Fourier-Stieltjes integral (41)

r (I) = ¡ît uiY'l ao(utr u2, ug) 4.4

-O

If the field is also isotropic, the spectral density dÖ(u)
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is a fr¡¡ction of only one variable, the nagnitude of the

vectot u, where u is the wave nr¡nber of the spatial

Fouríer conponent of the refractivity field.

4.2.2 STATEMENT OF TI lb, PROBLL,i\I ir\ THIS EXPERIX'IIjNT

The randotn refractivity field of refractiVe inciex nentioned

above causes random fluctuatíons on the receivel outPut,

even though the nean refractive index Structure given by

equâtion 4.1 renains unaltered. Ttris variation on the output

¡educes the resolution of the systen for detecting non

randon changes in refractíon. The problem is, given the

geonetry of the antenna systen and the stodrastic properties

of the tu¡ùulent nediun, find the randon fluctuation on the

difference output.

In the entenna systen in fig. 4.1, two independent

signals ate ttansmitted fron aerials displaced horizontally

by 1.5 netres with one a¡rtenna pointing upwards at an angle

9¡ = 0.15 degrees with respect to the z axis, while the

othe¡ points downwards at an equal angle Êr. No refractive

index gradient with height is considered, as this would

considerabty cornplicate the analysis. Also in this analysis

the receiving antenna is aligned along the z axis and not

above it as in Chapter 5. Antennas ans assuned to have a

Gar¡ssian distribution of field strength acÌoss their

apertur€s, with standard deviations giving the sane 3 dB

beanwidths as the aerials in use, and bea¡n tilt is taken
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ínto account by considering a linear phase taper across

the aperture.

the power spectnrm of refractivity 0(u) to be used is

the Konolgorov spect''n (42) *hict has found widespread

use and has reasonable experimental verification.

4.3 PEmURBATTNG SLAB TEC[lNrQuE

Lee and Harp in their paper rrWeak Scattering in a Randon l'lediarl

(37) ,otue the problem of received signal variance for finite trans-

mitting a¡rd receiving antennas, and find the covariance between two

points near the boresight at the receiver by rneans of a perturbating

slab technique.

This technique is n¡cdified here to include the effect of the angular

offset of the beams. For convenience in nanipulation of the problen,

the receiving and transmitting antenna fi.rrctions can be interchanged

as in fig. 4.L by the Rayleigh - Carson theoren of recipmcity.

l'If an electrorptive force E inserted in an antenna 1 causes a current

I to flow at a certain point in a second antenna 2, then the voltage

E applied to this point in the second antenna will produce the same

current I (both in nagnitude and phase) at the point in antenna 1 where

the r¡oLtage E was originally applied-rr

Consider the transnitting antenna (receiver prior to using reciprocity)'

with a Gaussian distribution of field strength acloss the aperture (fig.

4.2). This should not cause ¡nuch error as the aperture distribution ac-

tually used has a similar taper, and the Gatrssian distribution is more

convenient. In a r¡niform refractive index field the differential electric

field dE at the receiver position P(x¡, Yr, L) from a point (xt, yt, 0)
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on the transmitting aPertul'c rs

d E = e,(p (-¿k L), .xpt-¿|- ( ( *.- -.)' * t 5' -5.f )ì

"*P I
-2-(xr+ .tI I (*a-.-¡. a". âr' 4.5
2rf€E

where k = 2tt/), is tl"c wat'enumber of the propagatrng

wave, À is the flee space wavelengtlì' and ot is the

standard deviation of the Gaussian antenna giving the

saile 3 Db beanwidth as the ¿ntenna used'

Now consider a "perturbating sIab" at position s

along the path as shown in fig' 4'2' ' containíng

randon refractivity field which can be decomposed into

spatial frequency components ' Denote these spatial

wavenumbers by: and assume that k>> l:l for atI wâVê-

numbers in the refractivity spectrun. A single one of

these spatial components t1 ' e'B ' along the x axis '

inposes a phase pelturbation on the wave which is

sinusoidal in x and has & peak nagnitude ka(u') dz' i 'e

where u

z axi5.

A0 =

1b

AO = k a (u1) ðz' cos (ut (x+b) )

is the random phase of the perturbation

AlternativelY

k dz (dûr (ul, s) exP (i t1 x) +<1gr(-u1, s) exP (iutx) )

4.6

at the

74

of

and
wh ere the ¿'l't '

spatial Fourrer

negative values

are the real randon amPlitudes

components' and both positive

of u, are included'

S
the
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th¿rt the

field at

(xt, yt,

amplitu<ie

(*r, y t,
o) on the

of the

L) on the

transnitter

1s

da, = ( ung..t,.,.bcá *,ovc) { r- 'ik'rtrt,) d¡ ' c'xP ( t'#-t))

co5 =.Ì Atí * tC¿ ¡r, (u-s) + b¡r,
L

I
t )i 4.8

L

where the unPerturbed hrave is given bY dE in equation

4.5

Now the total differential perturbed field UUaO

at (P (xr, Yr, L) is sirnply the integral of equation

4 . I over al l points (xa , Ya, o) on the trans¡nitting

aperture. i. e. ,

dE c:rp t-¿hf). cxÞ (-;u tt¿a¿f Ì f , -iko(¿)db..'? (¿&))
(U+¿kqc') 't2Ç+ik%a) J( ;ll.LÈP

cxF
L{¿ €¿ ,), 

cos(:,'....' . t,^)J(u-s)a I

4.9

Note that the perturbations are still sinusoidal in x

only, i.€. the field perturbations appearing in the

z = L plane fro¡n a perturber at z = s is in the same

direction as the axis of the perturber' For any other

u making an angle 0 with the x axis ' the perturbation
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at z = L will also be in the direction 0. The

contribution at a receiving point (*r, Yr, L) with

position vector c naking an angle $ with the x axis,

is then seen from fig. 4 ,3 to be

dE =ëPè

urhere 
I

(o, o, L)

angle p

gives

e*P )

1 I
I

-r¡,2 (L-sf
I, - ,ko à6. .*? (.1;-4rl=:). .^r ( z

cos

x

to the

make s

- ckr-) -ekt= {
z L+ úkse I

zL( u+ i ke¿ )

14o*')

2

(.,-Ifl ,os (g-Ð 4Æ._"u; )jI b-r..

4.10

)+ y: is the nagnitude of the vector from
'1

receiving poin¿ (xr, Yr, L), and 0 is the

with the x axis. Expanding equation 4.10

T

deëfê
.^F ( l)(L+ r" k c-ar

I 
r - rt a.(.tr,) dg,exp(; "rt?ltï;i)'-=:IL L-

z )

. cos(*-."."o.gÞ-,._. **ysins. tf*Ha . ", )J

4.Ll

Now by analysing the general case, the situation in

fig. 4,4 arises whefe a receiver is situated at

(*o, Yo, L) with a Gaussian weighting function and a

phase distribution across the aperture, linear in

x and y directions to give bea¡n tilts of o and ß degrees
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respectively in azjntuth ancl elevation

The differential field from a single Fourier spatial

component u in the slab at z = s is givett at every

point in the receiving plane by equation 4 ' 11, while

the weighting function at every point is given by

w --t-.. ex
zll. €'¡t

. ."r 
I 

c f.( (¡. - ¡o) l¿'o( *t5-.i,) +.f)]
t

where o is the standard deviation of ther
receiver. Thus the total received field

with perturbation fron wavenunber q. and

located at (xo, Yo, L) is found from

dE- = ri dE. ^ Wr. d*, d)r,--r tt tpo l

4,t2

Gaussian

s trength

a receiver

4.L3

a wave

ant enna

1.e

d E- = exp (-c ku) c'? [-t*å*5]-:ikc" (ro{q6o< +1.+.^¡lltl
t'-

L+,-k co;'. q t) L t

. ".P[
( r-+ i kcl ) ( (xo' eLsr' +o,.r-f +(T. + i t< 5'+o^ fr)l

2 ør' 1¡+ ik (s;' . oi t ))

I 
,- , kattlàg..,p(,1}F Ð..,t (u-sf cr'

Lr¿

co5 f-,.E:1*" .. (Fo*ik,."lano<) ¿osg +(5o*úLct'+o.p):,àe - Sr^,))Ì
\U+Lk(ct¡rr¿l \ 

4.L4

Thus the strength of the perturbation due to

number gr at the slab z = sl for a receiving



situated at (*o, y 
o

the x axis, and ß1

snal 1 terms ,

Ltd k(qrL.

oriented at an anglu o1 to

axis, is , by neglecting

4-Il

, L) and

to the y

de
I

Ècx (- ik u) e*P 
[_ !*Jrt"'-etk ú:; ( ¡o{an d +Io{ott l

a )

.^o f ( ¿-+d Ls.t)( Lro + d kctrt to¡o<)t + (r,\o+ ùk-' +-.r¡)t) l

--
Lt¡' Lu + d,k (ú-ù r + -rër))

t t-ik^tn)d3. erp (.+F).."e (-:¡l*:), -".. ).,,r
(sr;k-if

Zer'

pointed at

y axis, and

<l'J

(r-+ikqJ lurik(4'

an angle e z

perturbed by

t a

(t ro. ¿ko.'*on¿) cos g + (So+ d k c,¿*aY¡)srno - 
ï:.rìl

A sinilar expression exists for a r¡¡ave received on an

antenna at (*o2, y o2,. L) and

to the x axis and ß2 to the

a wavenunber uZ al position s2'

4,4 VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS

The amplitude covariance between the two received

signals is the ensemble average of the products of all

anpl itude variations on one receiver, with al I

amplitude perturbations on the other. As different

spatial wavenunbers are uncorrelated, (43) it is only

necessary to consider cross products arising fro¡n slabs

at r1 and s2, The partial covariance due to a

wavenunber u is therefore
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[- u'l"
L

d c (a,u) *A- le.xp Al. .^p I ; .lrfs, (L-s, ) -¡..-t (L-s,)".4'=

- .r;-' el G,+¡kd)'
2{r- r c k o¡' l¡* dlc {crt. q',))

zkL 2-L(¡+ dk-')

lex¡ Bl . ex¡ ^"' É. ( t-- s. )
z-ku

L

f"

- .1L.(L-L)¿o'c' -,r^'c1-'(>r+ ik:".)L

z l- ( t* ¡ ko.') 2 (ur ikcrrX t-+ i, -J ))t I

*srnrg

< [ r (r.t, s, ). cos (.t ( sr+ t katz ) / ( r., * i ko;'+o. a,) cas c *[y,*ik5tr $,)ú,0\ t¡r,**5-; \ -r ' t-¿'

+ b¿. )1. [* (rt,5.). c's ( ,a ( sr+ú ko¿' ( r..+ ikdtano(r) øs ê
L+ !k t<;.t.øa¿

*6".r tLsf ro^f^)sin9* u-"')l / l.l*..-"

. { a-(*r,l,) cos (6,+..,.r"'¡, o-*Ç..rs.¡ c'oJ5.+..-,.)7] ds,. Js.

4.L6

where < >

{ = - (-.,t * 5"1- zi.ker' ( ro¡'lanc(, + r¡or tonp r))r/zor'

+ -G+ik-t) [.(xo, * ùÌ<.rrt+o¡,o<¡\t + t t ¿tcqr¿ tan ,)'

Z qç' (u+ ùkco;a*v¿'))

! = A with subscript of 2 replacing subsctipt 1

Also used is the relation

Re (x). Re (Y) , Re (X(Y+Y*) ) 4.L7

Note that the expression with the <>
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( a(u,sr)

where C and

within the

equations 4

4-73

cos(Cu+bu) ) ( a(u,sr) cos

D are not functions of u

outer ( ) brackets may be

.6 and 4.7 .

(Du+bu) ) 4.18

Each of the terms

identified with

.,1 Úr (t1,

At this stage use the relationshiP (10)

¿,1,i (uz, t2), = ô(ul-uz).Fr(u,sr-st)
dt1 du2

tt)

where F" represents the power cospectra of the

part of the refractivity fietd in two parallel

separated at a distance t1-t2. It is noticed

different uts are uncorrelated. Equation 4.16

nor¡¡ be simptified to give

d c {a, s) = I exp ( At ùl Rz. I U'l', ."p 
L

i t¡z s, (c-s, ) -rrt t L-s¡t <r¿¿

4.19

real

planes

th at

nay

z ku 2-L ( Lr¿kse

- .u'ort (s,+i,kq¿t)'
.L

I . f l'."1 ì*'Sr(L-s.) -:ra{u-eJ'aè'
J'o L zkL zL(Lrik<¡'z ( r-+ ù k of I u t ù ktvT'.c¿'))

-.r.tt t'( s.+r:kqct)' co3 JL

2 ( l-+ r: kv.tX ltc Lc s'r'.sc¿ l)
f¡I¡tffrr.¡

-(s.r,,kcr'X"n.. ùkc'?+oootJ-ì cosI + 
[(c,*ik''ttX5.,*tko'ù ^ lt,>

- ( s^ + ikcrt'X.¡o¡r i Loj +.?41 
"t"oll I

i l$,r, 
l-; x*, r il-j to,' <,)

- ( ronl ovcf PT'

F,, ( lt, s,-s. ) Js, ds,
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then

exP
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I 2kL

- u' J"t ,( s, { o,o,,s) I.t ,' (s, t..-å ) . . "s I )J-

L+ ùk (cr'+<" r ) t

f s,t.'-] - fs.r..*.J ] Ç (,r, 5,-s,) ds, ds.
4,20

To evaluate equation 4'20 variables are changed

Zs = s1 , t2

,2t1¿-

jd-s,ls,)
2kL te*P it s.(u-å.1

t I

= e'te 
L.

-¿a á ct--É) ¿)t (e L, €s,
I t'-^P

a.rd e*+"t*.ttl
2kuzkL

4.2L

Now from Tatarski, (44) üs <<1 over the inportant

range of integration since F"(u'e) +o for u€ >>1'

Cons equent IY

,,"s,{L-s,tl = .^?\ ì ut:Í4ll' t"Y[- "l.ãt J ' kL ' 4'22

0ther exPressions involving t1 and "2 
nray be simil-

arly reduced to esPressions in s only'

Partial variance now becomes
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dc (q, b)

,*rh--c.

P=e

le.e (A.e) | r"- {L I l"*fjir- - Í: I.
r(L-5)

ds de

+.23
[ " 

t'. .os (- er -^.< Q.) * L¿eltipf.-.(¿(q.,-{tJ F*ç'''-r' e)

rP i,tts(u-s) --tort (u-s)t - '+,tLor¿ cs+ik(tÈ¡)rt I2ku 2L(Lt¿ko¿ ) z (u+dks"l )Cu+tkcq t*-ct)

a stik.n' (¡o, +ikor' *ano{r) cos I + (5o, + ikql+oç) s,n e
u+ikqrr'rc-"¿) I

a
[,a'.,. 

i kcr'{.o,. a..l cos ê + (5o. + tkc,¡+.f.) s¡;o]1

4 .24
taken asThe 2s and 2 (L-s) limits nay safely be

ó (45), then
¿S

Fr (¡r, e) de l.' Frtr ,€) de E rr S*^rJ.

¡ (l'-s)
F; (rr, €)de rr $ r+. IT

4 ,2s

where 0 ís the power spectrum of refractivity. Thus

o,'td

dC(q,b) = lerg(¡.s)l¿r'k* lLJ,'ø*r[ter'."tt.c{rl-Oft)-P"cos(¡.(Q,-O;r[ds



Integrating

and noting the f-
o

which

ove r

that due

are

4 -t6

al l wavenu¡nbeïs u where du=udud0,

may r"i"ry be t.L"n as

scattered bY wavenumbers

not contribute to the
o

u>k are evanescant and do

covariance, Ieads to

C (o,U) = lerp (A+s) l.znh2.

ù 
^t 

the waves

x
01 - d,

*01 = o¡

tan oI = o,

therefore,

. A. l.' f: [,n n ¡ *r[ t e t"."' t,,. rq - oJ )) - P'cos ûr(4,-".rù d s b d e'

4 .27

For the problen in fig. 4.7 for this exPerinent

*oz

Yoz

tan 02

=-d

=O

=O

A+È = - 2¿ kdas-i' - V' or' (u+Lþøs'X +o;Ê, + *aa'r1')

2 ú-r' ( L+ ük tcr"+o¿t))

contains the bean shape information,

- .1¿u^ ort c a,. i k -et )' IP = exp [,¿d s(r--s) --<^1 s¡'cu-s)'
L 2ku zu(L*ók*') 2 Lt-+ikar'X Lt¿l.cqliø.t ))
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involves the perturbating wave number while

a ( a.o.9 + ùkcr,.*ay3r ",. ")
¡-rùk(crtt+a¿t)

and

a s+Lkfèr (- deose + ùkc,'ro-A s,'"e)I

contain the para¡neters of the geometry only

4,4.T COMPARISON l^JITH OTHER WORKERS ' RESULTS

Note thAt for -1= n2 = ßI= 92 = o, the

Jde can be evaluated in terns of a BesseI

function of the first kind. If also d is

snall, A + B : o and the bean shaPe

infornation can be ignored. The covariance

between two receivers close to the trans¡nitter

boresight and separated by a distance 2d

beco¡nes

c ( zJ) = z n k' rLf: 
J : fr.r fr er':. to ( {, a - * a )) - e\ 1, .' -;]}rt"

where

a-
and d

to The two

expression

É-r Lk-èl
L+ ùk (c.¡aø¿'¡

1 and d2 aÍe the

receiving

detived by

vectors fron

points. This

Lee and HarP

(o, o, t)

is the
(37 )



Also for

results of
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point receivers or=o, and the

rshinaru (46) are obtained.

o (u) 0.033C u
n

As the author has nade no additional

assumptions or approximations, nor violated

any of those generally considered correct

by other workers, the expressíon for cov-

ariance derived in equation 4.27 is cons-

idered correct within the limits of these

assurnptions.

4 .4 .2 KOMOLGOROV S P E CTRUM

In

p ovre r

used

which

a ho¡nogeneous, isotropic medium, the

spectîum of refractivity generally

is the Komorgorov sPectrum Gz) for

2 -rt/3

where C? is a paraneter indicative of the
n

strength of the turbulence. For a

Konolgorov spectrum, the covariance becomes

C (o,b) (o' oc3 ) c.rt. 2r¡ k^ | o*P ( n+s'¡\

4.29

nL J'"fJ"\-'n L ret'co.(¡ (4,-a: ) - pacos (r.to,-oJ\l àsÁ..'à0.

4 ,30
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4 .4 ,3 VARIANCE

*01 =x

The variance of the amplitude fluctuations

in field strength observed on one receiving

antenna, A for example, is calculated by

integrating equation 4.30 numerical ly for

ßt= 82, and *01 = *02, i.e. Q1 = Q2. Fig.

4.5 shows the results of this nunerical

integration for the path parameters:-

k 2r1/ 
^

733 n -1

o2 d - o,

at 35

or 0. 75

identical

GHz

m, give almost

ansulers

L

o

= 6.5 miles

= 0.348 netresr aperture of

transnitting

to using the

reciprocity

actual

antenna prior

law of

0.437 metres aperture of actual receiv-

ing antenna prior to using

the law of reciprocity

The variance is calculated in terms of Ç! for
n

different values of ß. p = o corresponds to the

variance on a receiver aligned along the bore-

sight as derived by Lee and Harp. ß = 0.15 degrees

is the offset used in this èxperinent and the

ot=
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reduction in variance is primarily due to
the reduction in field strength in

the radiation pattern at that ang1e.

V ari an ce at$= 0.15o

4.4.4 COVARIANCE AND CORRE LATION CO-EFFICIENT

Covariance between two receivers, distance

2d apaït, displaced ! 0.15 degrees either

side of the direct 1aY, is calculated fron

equation 4.30. It is found for the two

cases of zero antenna separation (2d=o), and

a 1.5 metre seParation (2d=L.5M) . By the

Iaw of reciplocity, this is also the

covariance between two signals leceived on

the one antenna from two separate transmitting

antennas.

3.48.roe.cl

for 2ð 0 C(a,b) g.g1.1o9.crr2

2.8L. 109.c,.,2for 2d 1.5n C(a,b)

The correlation co-efficients

to these covariances are given

P (2d=0) = 0'952

P (2d=1.5n)= 0'808

4 .3L

corre s pondi ng

by

4 .32



4.5 FILTER FUNCTIONS

A filter function

by an irregularitY of

position s along the

4 -2L

is a neasure of the effect

wavenunber u al a

produced

givena glven

path.

The integrand of the exPression for covariance is

(uo (u) C I 
p2 | cos (u(Qr-aä) - P2 cos (u(Q1-Q2) ) ) ) 4.33I Re

4.5.1 lllAVENUMBER FI LTER FUNCTION

This integrand is evaluated over all 0 and s

and plotted as a function of u in fig' 4'6' Note

however that for a Konorgorov sPectrun of t'-11/s,

the covariance has a pole at u = o¡ but in reality

the O (u) spectrum does not approach æ but levels

out at low wavenu¡nbers at the outer scale of tul-

bulence. The outer scale of random turbulence

is of the order of tens of metres ' G7) on this

path, which is close to the ground' an estinate

of 60 netres corresponding to the average height

of the transmission path should be adequate' In

any case the assumption of 60 metres wilI not

cause signifÍcant erfors as wavenunbers of this

size are seen not to contribute largely to the

signal variance. This estinate of an outer

scale of 60 netres corresponds to u = 0'10 and

therefore not nuch neaning can be inplied for
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wavenurbers less than this value. The real filter ftmction

would approach zelo as u + o.

The integrals for variance and covariance are nainly

dependent, in this experinent, on wavenumbers in the

vicinity of 0.75, corresponding to turbulent eddies of the

order of 8 netres having nost effect on the received signal.

Eddies of the order of 20 netres are seen to have very

Little effect on the rando¡n variation. Thus refractive

effects caused by inhonogeneities larger than 20 netres

sly, can be resolved by the experinent.

4.5.2 SPATIAI, FITTER FTJNCTION

The integrand is evaluated over all u and 0 and plotted

as a ftnction of the path position s/L in fig. 4.7. Because

of the physical outer scale of turbulence, integration is

only carried out for wavenu¡nbers greater than 0.10, but will

not calrse mudt error (fig. 4.6).

The turbulent variations at nidpath are seen to have

the most effect on the received signal, while the larger

fluctuations expected on the 2 mile overland path section

near the actual receiver (transnitter in this analysis) do

not have mudr influence on the integral.
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4,6 VAR IANCE OF THE RECEIVER DIFFERENCE SIGNAL

The receiver outPut has the form

R = (A'-B')/(Ar+Br)

where Ar and Br are the detected poÍJer 1evels on the

crystal detector. If signal A has a randon anplitude

fluctuation of field strength a (a<.4) and a sinilar

fluctuation b appears on B, then the detected

perturbation on lhe output is

A+a

(A+ a)

After applYing snall

¿ 2

2 B+b )
2

) + (B+b) 2

tern approxinations

(B

4 .34

4.55

2ABo ) 4.s7
AB

and B, and

equat ionl

R
P

Rp
A -B + 4AB (Ba-Ab) 4. s6

ç1,2 *s2 ¡2n1rg2

thus the variance of the receiver outPut is

22t2g22
o

çtz *nz ¡4

16 oA *n2 o2,

Substituting field strength

the values or ol ,'" and- on,

4.31), 4.57 reduces to

inf orrnat ion A

(fig. 4. F and

2( oA

where oA =oB, and A

along the z axis.

I1-p ) /12

=þ=P=
Evaluat ing

2

0.534.10

c2n

c for

4;38

f ield strerigth of A ¿nd B

equation 4.38 gives

(2d=o)

f2d=1 .5n) 4.39

2
o

2 2
no

ø2 = 2,09.109

9

for
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variance with an antenna separation of

four times the variance that could be

the overlapping beams

phase centte (2d=o).

could be generated

1.5 netres

achieved if

at the sane

1S

I f the tr.ro overlapping beams A and B were not

equally spaced at 10.15 degrees about the direct TãY,

i. e. the z axis in this analysis, equation 4.30 still

yields the variance and covariance bgtween the beams

for the corresponding valuos of ßt and9z, In this

way the effect of the nisalignnent of the systen on the

1.eceiver variance can be investigated by varying ßt and

ß2, but maintaining the angle of 0.30 degrees between

the¡n cons tant .

The effect of a misalignnent of ô degrees is seen

in fig.4.8 to have no adverse effect on the receiver

variance, in fact, zeI-.o misalignnènt rePresents the

h'orst case because if one beam dominates, the a. g. C.

of the receiver reduces the variance on the output.

Consequently, if any refraction occurred in the

mediurn, the receiver variance would become less than

the value in equations 4.39 because the a.g. c. solltrol

smooths out the fluctuations due to the doninant

signal. Obviously when only one signal is PTesent

the a.g.c. reduces the output varlance to zero'
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4.7 EFFECT OF AN ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM

In the above analysis, it has been assumed that the

refractivity spectrum o (u) was independent of 0' the

angle between the spatiat Fourier conponent of the

refraetivity field u, and the x axis ' In this section

this condition is relaxed, and two cases of anistropy

cons i dered.

separableIn the first

function of two

case 0 (u) is treated as a

variables u and e, i'e',

e (u,0) = f(0)' ot(u)

spectral shaPe of 0(u,0)

e, and onlY the overall

4 ,40

is the same for all

nagnitude changes with
where the

values of

angle.

and

the

For elliPtical anistroPY

c| = rn'o ( 1

with the Komolgorov

covariance becomes

+pcos ( 2g *2q,) )

spectrun shaPe (O(u)au

4 .4L

-tr/3
)

C ( -,b) = znk'(o'oae)c3- lt"9(n'arf l.' Ë l."r% (r' 7'ottze 
+zV\)

. I f 
pr' <os (t ( ar- ai )) - pt eos (¡¿ (Q.-Q¡))l . ¿t' Á'n' d'a

4 .42

This has been evaluated and tabulated in table 4'1

fortwodifferentanisotropicsPectrarandTesults

are compared with previous results for variance and
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correlation co-efficient'¿t

displacement. The examPles

where only vertical or onlY

cons idered. Other degrees

these ranges.

'TAIìLLJ 4,1

COMPARI SON

(411

zero and 1 .5 metre antenna

show the extreme cases

horizontaL spectrums are

of anisotropy f.aIL within

OF RESULTS FOR 3 DIFFERENT ANISOTROPIC SPECTA

values of variance x bY 10 -9 'tno')

Spectra

isotropic

P=o, Q=o

maj or axis

of aniso-

t ropy

vert i ca I

P=1, 9=r/2

rna j or axi s

of aniso-

tropy

hori zontal

P=1, Q=o

0.9763 .42 0.2s6a.762 2 .54

3.53 0.930 0,7700.855 1.60

5.48 0.8080.952 0.534 2,09

2ð=o 2d=o2d=1.5n 2d=1.5¡nVari ance

orrelation
Co-efficient

Receiver Vari ance
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The other aPProach to anisotroPY

as two orthogonal coml onents ' 
G7)

separable in u and 0'

expresses 0(rr,0)

each of which is

4 .43)

magnitude,

ani s otropY

1

Q(u,0)= 0n(u) 'c''s ù+( Iu) sin 0
V

wher" Oh, and Þu are the spectruns as measured in the

horizontal and vextical planes' Covariance is simply

evaruated by incruding e(u,0) within the integrand'

If the sPectra differ onlY in

is reduced to that of elliPticaI

this case

with

o (u) Õh

and P 0 h

0 +é
h v

Fron table 4

medium does not

output fron the

of 1.5 metres,

by nore than t

0 v+

0 v 4 .44

.1 it is seen that an anisotroPic

largely affect the difference signal

receiver for an antenna separation

and the fluctuations would not vary

r0%, a nce sot cv r ance ).

If the antenna separation 2d' is zero' then the

output variance is smaller but subject to a greater

range of variation in anisotropic conditions ' As

exPected, antenna separation in the direction of
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anistropy has the largest cffect on the output varia¡rce.

4.8 ES IMATES OF

)

)
C" may be determined from the refracti'¿e index structure

function of the atnosphere ( 48)

C2n
r2/3 o (r) = (n(rr) - n(r2)

n

weak turùulence

intermediate turbulence

strong turbulence

4.45

wlrere r is the distance between the observation points r, and r,

in a homogeneous isotropi-c atmosphere. Cznnay be found directly

from refractive index measurements, or because

An = 79p(-AT) + 79.4800(Ae) 4.2

T2 T2

a

Ci nay be determined indirectly from the separate stucture functions

Ur(r) and D"(r) for temperatuÌe and water vapour' and from their

co-spectrum structure function D"r(r) .

However; due to the difficulty and expense of taking accurate

fast refractive index or water vapour neasurements, it was necessary

for the purpose of this experinent to use other experimentersl

results. Al¡nost all available data relates Cl Uact to tenperature

variatio's o'ly (49'50'51) the values given by Davis (51) u"i'g

typical.
-9 -7/s

= 4.10-8 n-I/3

Cn

Cn

cn

= E.10 tll

= 5.10-7 
^'L/S

Irleasurements taken by Gossard
(s2)

however show that the humiditY
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sÌ)cctruni, and tirc tcmpclaturc-llruniclity co-spectrun are not always

negÌigiirle and may outrvci¡¡ht thc tcnperature spectrum. Micrcas the

above values may be rcli¡rb1e urcler conditions of dry air off the

lanci, thcy coulcl bc consiclcrllblv low for air ncar thc sca, c-s1rccial ly

in coastal areas where irot and dry land breezes are modificd as

they reach the sea.

4.9 CONCLUSIONS

Turbulent fluctuations in the nedium are seen to linit the

performance of the systen by causing a random fluctuation in the

receiver output. An analysis of the problem has been presented

in this chapter to give an insight into the behaviour of the

medium and to show how ít eauses random but correlated fluctuations

to appear on A and B.

The technique of Lee a¡rd Harp has been extended to include beam

tilt, and atthough algebraically tedious, it does give a physical

insight into the effect of turbulence. A conplex expression for

variance and covariance has been derived in terms of path parameters,

refractive index spectrum a¡d aerial sizes arrd orientations. A

nunerical evaluation of the triple integral is necessary to obtain

answers in terms of turbulence paraneters only.

The effect of the receiverts functions and automatic gain control

is evaluated to give the variance on the output. Anisotropic

media do not alter the receiver variance significantly.
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Filter functions show that turbulent fluctuations at midpath

aremostimportantwhileeddiesofSmetresinsizegivethe

nain contribution to variance. Eddies greater than 20 netres

contribute less than 59o to the variance and covariance, and

consequentty the receiver output is not affected nuctr by turbulence

greaterinsizethanthis.Alternatively,refractioneffects

caused by eddies srnaller than 20 netres cannot be resolved by the

experiment.

Results of the theory in this chapter are expressed in ter¡ns of

an index cfr of the strength of the turbulence, but a numerical

estimate of the systen resolution is not nade lxltil chapter 5'2'4'

Experinentalverificationofthistheoryisalsoleftuntil

chapter 5.

It is inportant to note that if a rnicrowave receiver which

linearly detected field strength radiation pattems was available,

instead of the power detection device used here (crystal), the

turbulent fluctuations would only be one half the value they are

in this exPeri-ment.
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5. 1 INT'RODUI]TION

'ihis chapter deals with thc Írccuracy and resolution of the records

ancl their interpretation, but does not relate the ob-served clata to

specific neteorological causes ns in chapter 6.

If all other factors wcrc: negligibJe, the rcsolution of the

equipment would determine the lirniting perforlnance of this equipment.

Sea reflections which coulcl cause errors are discussed in detail and

shown to be quite insignificant. The existance of other multiple

paths could also cause anomqlous results, but these are shown not to

occur on this link.

The peformance of the system for nedir¡n scale refraction neasure-

ments is expected to be linited by the effects of random turbulence

in the atmosphere. Sorne figures are substituted into the results of

chapter 4 and the expected effect of turbulence corresponds to the

small rípple observed on the record. Correlation tests on the

received signars fron A and B are made to show that this ripple has

a random nature, ild the covariance between the signals is seen to

agree well with that expected fron the theory.

Other statistical tests are undertaken to show that variations

Iarger than those expected fron turbulence are due to non-randon

effects, and that they truly represent small changes in refraction

over the path. These changes can occur quite rapidly and could

be caused by medir.un scale disturbances. The largest variations in

the record occur only slowly and are obviously due to changes in the
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vertical profile of the refractive index. Some exanple records are given

to illustrate these conclusions.

The accuracy achievable with other nethods is examined and a

corparison is made with this system.

SYSTEM ACCURACY AI'ID TURBUI,ENCE LIMITATIONS

Four points im¡nediately cone to nind when considering the accuraqf

and resolution of the systen.

(1) what is the instrunentation accuracy?

(2) how significant are the sea reflections?

(3) are nultiple transnission paths possible?

(4) what resolution is achievable when the medium

is turbulent?

5.2. L INST RUMENTAT ION ACCURACY

on p3-11 it is stated that the resolution observed during

calibration was linited to about 10.002 degrees. There was

little turbulence on this day. The errors may appear to be

worse than this on the calibration culve (fig 3-t7), but this

is only due to the fact that the elevation adjustnent screws

were not accurately calibrated, and were turned approximately,

but not precisely, one quartel of a turn at a tine to give the

angular offsets needed for calibration.
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There are 6 nai¡ factors affecting instrunentation accuracy'

(1) The recorder

This was set to 10.50 degrees full scale to cover all

expected angles of refraction' 0n this scale its

stability (!ø") does not allow a better resolution than

10.0015 degrees.

(2) Physical stability of trans¡nittins antennas

Ttrese are cast bronze dishes nounted on a solid support

close to the grotnd. When both antennas are aligned

onther.eceiverthedifferencesignalstillhasasnall

turbulent fluctuation on it due to the separation of the

transnitting aerials. However, the mean of these

fluctuations is stationary and stays stable to nuch

better than 0.0001 degrees of angle-of-fire' Antenna

instabilities are, therefore, assuned to be insignificant.

(3) Stab ilitv of ¡nodulation

crystal control of all modulation and switching frequencies

assures a frequency stability of at least 1 part in 106'

Square wave modulation (100e") means that the transnitted

bea¡ns also have very stable nodulation depth and shape'

Errors due to instabilities in nodulation al.e negligible'
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(4) Receiver stability

Ttre gains of eadr trmed receiving channel are stable to

within 0.1% of each other over the operating tenperature

range of 2o to 50oC. The worst error occurs when A and B

are received with equal signal strength, in whidr case the

variation in (A-B)/(A+B) is 0.OOt/2.001, i.e. 0.0005. The

output is of the form 4(A-B)/(A+B) volts (p5.Ð where one

volt represents 0.06 degrees of drange in angle-of-fire

(fig 3-17). Ünder these conditions the variation in

measured angle-of-fire is 4(0.0005)(0.06) = 0.00012 degrees.

Over nanower tenperature ranges the effect of receiver

instability is even less. Er:¡ors from receiver noise at

10pV signal level are 60 dB down on the signals (p3-10)

and should cancel.

(s) Attenuation effects

If the a.g.c. is not perfect, increased attenuation will

reduce the output signal even though no change in angle-

of-fire has occurred. For example, if attenuation causes

the output level of (A+B) to drop by Leo from sone normal

operating value, then the output will be 1% lower than the

true arithnetic value of (A-B)/(A+B). If equal signals

appear on both beams this will lead to zero error, but in

the worst case at 0.2 degrees angle-of-fire, a 1% drop in

a.g.c. level will cause an er¡or in measure¡nent of 0.002

degrees.
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Fron the a.g.c. curve in fig 3.15, the output is seen to

change approxinately linearly with the power detected (in dB)

on the crystal detector. The range of input voltages 3 to

1000 uV represents 25 dB of detected power. Since the

variation of the output level of (A+B) over this 25 dB range is 4eo,

and the ¡naxinu¡n expected attenuation is only 5 dB (p5 -15),

the a.g.c. level will fall by 0.8eo in the worst case. Tttis

represents a maximu¡n errol of -0.0016 degrees at 0.2 degrees

relative angle-of-fire, and it decreases to zero when angle-of-

fire is standard. If the range of attenuation is less than

5 dB, as it al¡nost always is, the error is also snaller.

If also, instead of using a.g.c., the output was forrned by

dividing the diffelence (A-B) by ttre sum (A+B) in a 0.1%

accuracy öviding circuit, the error when A=B would be 0.00012

degrees for the same reasons that 0.1eo receiver instability

gave this error in the calculation in (4) above ' The worst

erroT occurs when B=0 (or A=0), in which case the error in

(A-B)/(A+B) could be 0.001. 'lhis would cause an error of

-0.00024 degrees.

0n sone of the records the recorded drop in a.g.c. level' v¡as qP

to 4eo. This results in a worst case ertor of -0,008 degrees

at 0.2 degrees uf refraction. Ilowevcr, this was due to the fact

tÈat signal strength is on the cofne' of the a.g.c. cur:u'?, not

i¡ the linear range. If a slightly higþer Power trans¡nitter was
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available, or if a higher gain could be tolerated on the

receiver, eperation would occur over the linear portion

of the a.g.c. curve and the error would be significantly reduced.

(6) Linearity of the difference signal

The calibration curve in fig. 5-17 tends non-linear as the angle-

of-fire departs fron standard. If the calibration is taken

as the slope at zero angle-of-fire, the departure fron

linearity at t0.2O degrees is less than 0.010 degrees.

5.2.2 SEA REFLECTIONS

As the only interference at the receiver comes from reflected

sidelobes, it is desirable to know what error they cause.

In the worst case, the worst sidelobe of B for exam¡1le,

would reflect specularly, and arrive at the receiver in phase

(or 1800 out of phase) with the direct ray, and would not be

reduced by the directivity of the receiving antenna. Considering

standard refraction where the normalised field strength A=B=0.80

at the crossover point, and for the worst measured sidelobe of

-26 dB the output, (At-Bt)/ (Ar+Br), where Ar and Br represent

the detected povers, will no longer be zero but 0.061, As the

linear range of the ¡eceiver has a slope of 0.25 degrees per

unit, a reading of 0.061 represents an error of 0.015 degrees.

However the sea reflection is never specular to this frequency
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at these grazing angles and a conservative estimate

reflection co-efficient is

0 .40

(s3) of the

*rf s.1

s.2

in which case the ¡naxinun error on the output is 0.0062 degrees.

Furthernore, the receiving antenna is directional and aligned

slightly above the line of the direct ray (fig. 5.1) giving

another 10 dll relative reduction in the reception of sidelobes,

and the error becones

I'IAXIMUM ERROR FROl\'l SEA REFLECTIONS = 0.002 degrees

ctearly the maximun enors are quite snall and will not be

further considered. A more careful inveêtigation of the sea

reflection would probably reduce this estinate even further.

Note that if field strength rather than power radiation pattems

were detected directly with a linear rnicrowave receiver then the

above errors would be halved.

5.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL VERI FICATION T1TAT MULTIPATH TRAI.ISMISS ION MES NOT

OCCUR ON THIS LINK

Olr days when there are rapid fluctuations on the output too

large to be explained by turbulence, one may be led to believe

that nultipath transmission is occurring.

If multipath transnission did occur as in fig. 5.2 where two

paths are possible with a phase differenc" 0p, probably of

several wavelengths, the received signals becone
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ray is also apPalent, and their effect is always less than that of

the change in angle-of-fire of the direct ray.

(2) By filtering out the large slow changes, snaller faster variations

have also been shown to be due to changes in angle-of-fire. Any

slower multipath effects (if they occur) would also be fíltered out.

4 LIMITS OF RECEIVE R RESOLUTION IMPOSED BY TURBULENCE

Equation 4.59 gives the ngrmalised variance of the receiver difference

signal as

o2 = 2.08. 109. c-2 4.39
n

for a transnitting antenna separation of 1'5 netres. Because the

receiver output is not normalised, but has the form

OUTPUT = 4 (A-B)/(A+B) volts 5'4

where A and B are the received powers assuned in deriving equation

4.39, the receiver variance may be expressed as

,q)?,.or'= 33.3-10Y.c,'¿ (votts¿) 5'5

A sample calculation with very strong, dry air turtulence
,_7 

,n_L/s) teads ro(cn = 5'10

o = 8.32.I0 (vol t2) 5.62 -3
r

since 1 volt represents 0.06 degrees on the calibration curve (fig. 3.t7)'

the va¡iance in angular ÍþÍ¡surenent is given by

o u' = 30.0. to-6 (aeg"u"'2¡ 5 '7
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giving a standard deviation of

o^ = 5 .47.L0-3 degrees 5.8I

The t2o, interval (95% confidence interval) is taken as the resolution

of the systen for strong dry air turbulence.

RESOLUTION = t0.011 degrees 5.9

' The effects of transnitter separation and anistropic ¡nedia on this

resolution are considered below.

5.2.4.L EFFECT OF TRAT¡SMITTER SEPARATION ON RESOTUTION

The correlation co-efficient for two antennas, horizontaLLy

separated by 1.5 metres with bean offsets 10.15 degrees with

respect to the standard direct ray, is calculated in table 4.1

to be

p = 0.808

but by reducing the antenna spacing to zero

P = 0.952

and the resolution above inproves by a factor of two to

RES0LUTION 
lza=O¡ = 10.0050 degrees 5.10

Hence an obvious improvenent in fine scale neasurement of

angular refraction results if the beams A and B can both be

generated from a common radiation centre.
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5.2.4.2 EFFECT OF AI'¡ A}IISTROPIC MEDIUM ON RESOLUTION

Table 4.1 shows that an anistropic nediu¡n does not have

a very large effect on signal variance, especially with a

finite antenna separation. Linits of resolution nentioned

above are still applicable.

5 SIJMIIARY OF SYSTEM ACCURACY AI'¡D RESOLUTION

The linearity of the calibration curve, and the repeatability of the

control settings is suctr that instrunentation accuracy can confidently

be stated to be within !0.010 degrees.

Although bea¡n stability, receiver stability, and the errors fron

attenuation can be controlled to give úery high resolution, the

accuracy of the pen recorder and errrors from sea reflections linit the

resolution to 10.002 degrees.

Turùulence - linited resolution is expected to be within t0.011

degrees (95e" confidence li¡nits for very strong dry air ttrrùulence).

This could be reduced to t0.0050 degrees if the antenna separation was

zeto, and by yet another factor of two to 10.0025 degrees if a linear

¡nicrowave source was available.
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turbulence effects. Ljnder calmer conditions better resolution

is obtained.

Correlation tests are necessary to prove that the effect in

(2) belongs to significant eulgle of bending changes and not

turbulence, and these tests are r¡ndertaken in section 5.4.3.

lhe large mean shifts are obviously due to changes in angle

of bending as the vertical profile of refractive index changes.

5.3.2 AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL TRACE

This trace is nainly recorded as a check to see that the

eq.uipnent is functioning properly.

Molecular absorption of nicrowaves can cause an increase in

path loss of up to 5 dB (54) depending on the tenperature and

water vapour content of the air, with the largest losses occurr-

ing in hot ht¡nid conditions. Large amounts of water vapour in

the air at the land-sea interface could accor¡¡tt for the varia-

tion seen on the a.g.c. This signal cannot be used to give an

absolute neasure of path loss as the angle of arrival at the

receiver also affects the signal level, ild in any case it

would be too insensitive.

5.3.3 OTHER TYPICAL RECORDS

Exanples of standard, superstandard and substandard conditions

are shown in fig. 5"4. A very quiet record taken after the

passage of a cold front is depicted in fíg. 5.5 (a) while fig.

5.5 (b) shows a nuch nore violent record with significant
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refraction occul!Ìrixg after very light, hot dry winds are

nodified at the coast. Horizontal bending is recorded

in fig. 5.6 by offsetting the antennas horizontally.

CORRELATION TESTS

hese tests compare the practical situation with the theory in chapter

4.

All correlation co-efficients are calculated from records lasting fron

200 to 1000 seconds. The autocorrelati-on tine of the turüulent fluc-

tuations was not calculated, but is by observation very nuch less than

200 seconds. Calculated correlation co-efficients shouLd ttrerefore

be neaningful in all cases.

5.4.1 RAI,¡DOM FLUCTUATIONS LIMIT RESOLI'TION

Theory predicts that a randon distribution of turbulence

in the ¡nediun carrses snall fluctuations on the output about a

nean signal levet. Ttre received signal strengths (/põä'ãr ) on

A and B are nonitored and if necessary, slow changes car:sed by

water vapour attenuation are filtered by the nethod of þpendix

3.

An exarqple record is analysed in fig. 5.7 and a Gaussian

probability distribution is superinposed for comparison. The

snall va¡iations on the output appear to be Gar¡ssian distributed'

A Chi-squared test was applied to the data in fig. 5.7 to see

if it could have come fmm a Gar¡ssion distribution. Seventeen
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frequency intervals were chosen giving a value of

x L4
13.50

A ten percent significance test requires

2 2L.06

Thus the hyryothesis that this data cane from a

normal distribution cannot be rejected on the basis

of this test. Consequently, the output fluctuations

are Írssutned to be Gat¡ssian.

On a few occasions filteriag was necessar:f to

remove slow trends in the nean. In these cases

it is the faster changes'whidr are assuned to be

no:mally distributed. The cut off frequency of

filtering r¡sed in Appendix 3 is 0.05 Hz.

5.4.2 æVARIAÌ\¡CE BETffiEN SIGNATS FROM HORIZONTAILY

SEPARATE D TRA}¡SMITTERS

As there are almost always some smalL fluctuations in bending,

it beco¡nes very difficult to reliably separate these refraction

2

t4X
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effects fron the smal1 random signals appearing each each bea¡r

due to turbulence. l-lowever, as a guide to the accuracy of the

theory in chapter 4, correlation between two beams aligned on

tlre receiver (ß = g - O) is performed. This contains not2
refraction effects.

If both beams are aligned with their boresights along the

direct ray, the comelation co-efficient wi-th a 1,5 metre tïans-

mitter separation can be calculated from chaper 4 to be

P = 0. 852 5.11

To test the correlation, both antennas are aligned on the

rêceiver (zero angular offset) and the power from each is recorded

with the a.g.c. off, and appropriate attenuation is applied to

bring the signals within the linear range of the receiver. Records

are taken at 5o nn/mln chart speed and one sample of each signal

(a, and br) is read manually fron the chart every second. As

these records represent relative poh¡er, the sarnples are converted

back to field strength before the correlation is performed.

Means and variances are calculated, and the covariance estimated

by

n
S x (a 5.12i=1 1

and the correlation co-efficient

P=Sab
Sa. Sb 5. 13

ã ¡u, - 5'¡

Ns-1

ls a measure of the linear dependence of the traces a an<l b.
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tlnder conditions of strong S.W. winds, relative povter fron each anterura

A and B is recorded as described above, md sanple field strength

variance and covariance are computed. Standard deviations are nor:nalised

by dividing by the nean. Fig 5.8(a) shows a section of the recorded signals

while (b) shows how the receiver output varied on this day.

From the data

Sa = 0.0068 normalised

P = 0.814

From fig. 4.5 the field strength variance on the ¡naximum of the bean is

variance =5.25.109 c2n
The standard deviation recorded above comesponds to a strength of
turibulence of

Gr = 9.4 1o-8 n-L/s

Fluctuations in a and b are fairly well correlated but as the

standard deviation is only 0.7% of. the mean, instnr¡nentation errors

could cause the calculated value of p to be low.

At the other extrene, the record in fig. 5.9 returns the para-

meters

Sa = 0.025 normalised

P = 0.993

when warrn winds off the land car:se significant angle of refraction
to occur. T\¿o nain factors in this record cause p to be nuch higþer

than it should be as a result of turbulence fluctuations alone.
(1) Significant atnospheric refraction causes large

correlated dranges in readings as both oben¡ation

points Íþve up and down the same side of their
respective radiation patterns .
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(2) Large changes ín water vapout in the air

cause both readings to be attenuated equally.

Thus on the records there is an obvious visual trend in the nean

of the traces which is slow conpared with the faster random changes.

This low frequency component is known ftoinrìa priorirrgrounds to

have a different physical origin fron the higher frequency compon-

ents a¡d it is justifiable to remove it by filtering before analys-

ing the higher frequency effects. Filtering is done digitally in

Appendix 3 giving results

S = 0.006

= 0.90

norrnalised
a

p C f.- = o.os H3)

Results are tabulated in table 5.1 for conparison, and the

good agreement with theory adds weight to chapter 4, and the

conclusions on the linits of receiver resolution as derived in

section 5.1.4 are therefore confirrned. All other records tested

had correlation co-efficients within the linits in table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1

LIMITS OF OBSERVED VALLUES OF CORRELATION

CO-E FFI CIENTS FOR HORI ZONTALLY SEPARATED TRAI.ISMITTERS

Conditions

0,90o.810. 85Correlation
Co-eff.

Warm Winds
off land

Strong S"W. Winds
of sea

Cal cul ated

The value of Cn esti¡nated fron these tests never exceeded

s.1o-7 
^-L/3, 

which was taken as a measure of strong dry air

turbulence for calculating the resolution in section 5,2"4.
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The standard deviation of the record is only slightly larger

when the beams ate overlaPPed.

5.4,3 TESTS FOR SIGNI FICANT ANGLES OF RI]FRACTION

For the example record in fig, 5.3 it was stated without proof

j.n section 5.3.1, that small fluctuations of the order of 0.03

degrees are significant angle of ìrending changes and not due to

turbulence. It is the purpose of this section to perform covariance

tests between the two received si¡pals which generate the rfsirnulated

râ/rrr ín order to prove the validity of this state¡nent.

If a change in angle of fire of the received rrT.ayrr did occut,

one signal would increase while the other decreased (fig. 5.10).

As a result of the linearity of radiation patterns in the operating

region, the correlation co-efficient would be near I = ;1. Turbulent

variations with their correlation co-efficient neal +1' tend to

destroy the covaria¡ce due to bending, but as the true angular

fluctuations becone sufficiently large, a negative correlation

co-efficient will result. Very small bending fluctuations are

swanped in the record by turbulence variations and cannot be

detected.

In the record in fig. 5.11 for $¡arm (8ooF), right to moderate

N.E. winds off the land, fluctuations of the order of t0,0ó degrees

naximum occur, and covariance tests between the two beans giveS a

correlation co-effi cient

p = -0.25
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However, changes in atnospheric attenuation, variations in

transmitter power, or the effects of directivity on the receiv-

ing antenna cause the correlation co-efficient to tend positive.

This value of p is not accurate rmless these effects are elimina-

ted. Appendix 3 rernoves these slower systematic effects by a

digital filtering process, returning

p = -0.82 (f.ão'ol t{å)

This value of correlation co-efficient indicates that recorded

variations of 0.06 degrees are highly significant and represent

a change in the angle of fire of the received ray.

On another day (fig. 5.12) where only slnall fluctuations in

recorded angle are observed with a ¡naxirntm variation tO'006

degrees, md for which turbulence appears to be of the order of

t0,0O2 degrees, calculations give

p = 'o.77

indicating that even these snal1 angles represent changes in

angle of fire of the direct ray. Note that the correlation co-

efficient of random turbulent fluctuations alone is p = +O.8O8.

Other tests for naximrln angles of t0.05 degrees generally

have a correlation co-efficient in the lange

p = -0.8o to -0.90

Results are sunmarised in table 5.2, bút the weather

conditions under which they were taken nust be taken into
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consideration. As a general rule, any change in the output

greater tha¡ that whidr can be explained by randon turbulence

is due to an actual change in refraction over the path.

TABIE 5.2
OBSERVED CORRELATION CO-EFFICIENTS BETWEEN A A¡¡D B

WHEN THE BEAIVI,S OVERTAP

:0.77

Note that section 5.2.3 requires a positive correlation co-efficient

if the fluctuations a¡e caused by multipath transmission. As negative

values of p were always returned on days when the recorded refraction

vJas asstrmed too large to be caused by turùulence, this recorded

angle-of-fire must represent refraction of the direct ray and not

interference from nultipath transnission. The linits of this pmof

are docunented in section 5.2.3.

5.5 GlAl,lGE 0F ZERO

rf a refractive index profile was taken on the transmission path

during stable conditions, one could calculate the tn¡e bending with

resPect to standard. As the receiver output only rrcasures refraction

with respect to the day on which the system $¡as calibrated, tJre

calculated and neasured bending would not agree wrless this day was

staridard. By relocating the zeto, the records can now be made to measutre

-0.85-0.82C,orrel ation Co-efficient

10.006010.030t0.060 ¡naxObserved Fluctuations
0n Record

cold S.E.
winds off

land

light E

winds off
land

light warm
N. E " winds
off land

Conditions
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refraction with respect to true standard conditions.

Facilities for measurilg the refractive index profile were not avail-

able to the author, but by observing the records over a period of time

an estinate of the standard condition has been nade. This estimate

i¡dicated th,at the standard ray position (zero difference signal) was

0.06 degrees in error and that the atnosphere was sul,errefractive during

line up. The zero on the records has been adjusted accordingly and all

records now give the extent of superrefraction or subrefraction with

respect to this estinated standard.

5.6 æMPARISON WITH TT{E ACCURACY OF OTHER MET1IODS

In this section the accuracy is compared with that actrieved in

other methods.

The narrow bean a¡rtenna offers an acceptable alternative to achieve

the resolution quoted here. A recent experiment by Etch,evenl et al C56)

indicates that a resolution of the order of 0.003 degrees in angle-

of-arrival is possible. As seen in section 5.2-.1 the overlapping bean

technique is capable of resolution approaching 0.0002 degrees Provided

sea reflections are not considered, and that the pen recorder is r¡sed

on a nore sensitive scale. When measuring horizontal angle-of-arrival

sea reflections tr¡ould largely cancel.

Interfe:roneter techniques neasure angle-of-arrival by measuring the

phase difference between two (or more) spaced receivers. ltlith an

interferometer one would expect that extremely good resolution could

be obtainedn but in a turbulent medium phase fluctuations apPear on

each beam and reduce the achievable resolution.

j
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The resolution of an interferoneter is calculated in Appendix 4

to be 10.0028 degrees (95% lfuÈts for strong dry air turbulence)

while this experiment achieves 10.011 degrees tnder the sane

conditions. If a microwave detector is used, and the overlapping

beams produced fron a conmon centre of radiation, ttre si¡nulated

ray technique will ttren have the sane resolution as the inter-

ferometer. Note that the resolution of tt¡-e interfero¡neter is shown

in Appendix 4 to be fairly independent of ttre length of tl¡-e base-

line, improving only slightly as its length is increased. No

analysis has been done to show how the resolution of the over-

lappirg bean method varies as beanwidth changes or as the angle

of overlap varies.

The conparison between these two methods is not very precise

as the two techniques respond to turbulence of a different scale.

The overlappi-ng bean system is responsive to wavenumbers in the

vicinity of 0.75, and is not influenced by wavenunbers near the

outer scale of turbulence, i.e. I = 0.10. The calculated value of

resolution is thenefore thought to be fairly reliable. The inter-
ferometer on the other hand, is sensitive to wavenunbers in the

vicinity of the outer scale of tr¡rbulence (fig. 44.1) and the cal-

culations nay be r¡rreliable i¡ this region of trrcertainty.

The potential resolution of interferometers is very good - every

time the a¡tenna separation is dor¡bled, tlre resolution in a non-

turbulent nedium is inproved by two. But, as aritenna separation is in-
creased, wavefront distortion and curvature affects the output. Lee

and lt¡ate::nan 
(5) 

have overcone this problen to some extent by trsing
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an array of 8 antennas spaced 400 wavelengths apart to give a

2800 wavelength aperture at 35 GHz. By looking at the phase

relationships of each of the receivers they can tell when wave-

front distortion is occurring and are careful about quoting

angle-of-arrival variations. In a quiet atnosphere they have

been able to detect angle-of-arrival changes of about 0.0002 degrees.

It nay be very difficult to install a similar afray to measure

vertical angle-of-arrival and achieve the sane stability as Lee

and ülaternan have in their horizontal array. ltlavefront curvature

can v¿rry much more in the vertical plane and the results nay often

be hard to interyret. It is difficult to say what angles-of-anival

could be detected with a verticaL anay. Ttre effects of sea

reflections will probably cause errors which could liÍtit the res-

olution of the equipnent.

5.7 CONCLUSIONS

All observed records can be considered as being composed of up to

3 broad effects. Ttre snallest ripple was shov¡n to be randon and

assumed to arise f¡om turbulence in the propagation medium. Rapid

variations on the output up to 10.03 degrees are shown to rÊpresent

changes in angle of fire and are caused by inhonogeneities greater

than 20 metres. Slower and often larger changes are caused by

gradual changes in the refractive index profile.

Errors due to multipath transmission have been disnissed as

urlikely, while sea reflections are shown to be snaIl. Ttre records

linearly measure the change in angle-of-fire. Ttre effects of
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tr¡rbulence on the records has been investigated. Accuracy and

resolution figures a¡e stated as

accurac/ = 10.010 degrees

resolution = t0.002 to !0.011 degrees, depending

on the strength of the turbulence

The results of cortelation tests agree well with the theory of

chapter 4, and conclusions about the effects of the transnitter

separation are therefore expected to be valid. That is, if the

antenna separation was reduced to zero, the resolution could be

irryroved by a factor of two.
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METEOROLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF RECORDS
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6.1 INTRODU TION

Angleoffirerecordshavebeenbroadlycategórisedinthe

previous chapter, but no attenpt was made to relate then to the

prevailing rneteorological conditions' Synoptic data taken at

AdelaideAirport,Ðdobservationsofwinddirectionandair

temperature on site, pr.ovide the only rneteorol.ogical data with whidt

to estimate whether refraction will lre standard, superstandard,

or substandard. Local weather conclitions are examined, and records

are presented to illustrate their effect on prop-agation'

Asthelinkhadtobenanned,travellingtineandfinance

preven|edtheauthorfrontakingmanyrecords.Duringthesumner

1969/T0,tecordsweretakenon4Tdays,withrecordingperiods

lastingfromlto24hours.Mostofthesecoveltheperiodfron

1000to 1500 hours, but.12 full 24 hour periods were also taken'

'fhe cxperiment was not manned during the evenings' and so very

little local wind and temperature information is available'

V.Il.F.andH.F.signalshavebeenrecordedincloseproxinity

totlrispath(fig.6.1),andalthoughaffectedbyelevatedinversion

Iayers,theyarealsosr:bjecttosurfaceductingeffects'A

clualitative conparison is nade betrveen the effects of the local

notcorological conclitions on the 5 frequency ranges ' but the data

is linlited. The H.F. link was shut down before nost of the 24 hour

recotcls were taken on the microwave path'

ô.2 CL.\SSICAI CASES OF RLFRASTION

lixamplesofstandaril,superstanclard,andsubstandardrecords ale
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presented here with an explanation of their caüses. The link however,

has not been instrumented for meteorological information and there-

forenoassumptionisnaclcabouttheslopeorshapeoftherefractive

index profile, except that it is expected to have a standard'

superstanclard or substandard cffect on Prop-agation'

6.2.t sTAI.JDARD REFRACTION

The atmosphere is considered to be standard' at least in

tlre height. interval of interest, about a day after the

passing of a cold front fron the sea' An estimate of the

standardrefractiveindexconditionusedinsection5.5.l

was founcl by observing several records during cold front

conditions. An example trace in fig . 6.2 has synoptic

dataandAdelaideAirportrefractiveindexconditions

superimposed.

A general feature of standard records is their steadi-

ness. Their means remain stationary for nany hours, ffid

s¡nallfluctuatiolrsnotnluclrlargeÏtlrarrtlrosedueto

tur:bulence aPpear on the recorcl' Sometimes the record

is very quiet with fluctuations less than t 0'002 degrees'

Standard conditions may also occur when strong winds

come from other directions, but a1e not nearly as prevalent

as they are in the lV. to S.W. winds which generally follow

the passing of a cold front.
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6.2.2 SUPERRËFRACTION

Out of the 45 days on which records were taken, 2O

extribited fairly strongsuperrefractive conditions (> 0.030

degrees downwards refraction), at least for some proportion

of the day. This nu¡nber would probably be higher if all

records were taken over a 24 hour period.

For 17 of these 20 days, light winds came from the N.

to N.W. These days were s¡nny a¡rd had rnaximum ternperatures

greater than 75o F. Five of these 17 cases of super-

refraction result when E. to N.E. winds fron the land result

in a local N.l{. sea breeze. 0f the remaining 5 days, two

show superrefraction in the late afternoon when the sea

breeze ceases and the land breeze starts. On the other day,

a change in wind direction fron N.E. to light S.ltr. caused

the record to go superstaldard.

Irlost superrefïaction occunred during the day, and there are

only two, out of the twelve 24 hour periods, whidr exhibit

sustained periods of superrefraction in the evening.

The character of the records associated with suPer-

refractive wind conditions is interesting. Almost all of

N. to N.W. t"inds cause rapid fluctuations of up to t 0.03

degrees within Eens of seconds (fig. 6.3), with sea breeze

or light wind conditions. giving the largest variations.

CJranges in the nean bending of up to t 0.06 degrees can
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sometimes occur over periods of 10 or 20 ninutes ' The

renaining records are associated with f.ight wind changes,

either frontal or local, resulting in large rapid fluc-

tuations of up to 0.03 degrees with sone even larger,

slower changes of up to 0.06 degrees similar to those in

fig. 6.3.

In sorne cases, including the two evening records, the

N.W. winds have a fairly long overwate-r trajectory acÏoss

st. vincentsrs Gulf (see fig. 6.1). Records are then fairly

stable with short tenn fluctuations of up to 0.010 degrees

superinposed on slower shifts, in the nean leveI of

refraction, of uP to 0.03 degrees.

The neteorological causes of superrefraction in the

N. to N.ltl. winds appeaï to be due to the plocess of cooling

fro¡n below over water (57). Convection, bY definition, is

inpossible a¡d the modification of the air can only be

affected by rnecha:rica1 turbulence. Also over the sea the air

at the b¡aterrs surface must assune the temperature, vapour

pïessure and refractive modulus that are deternined by the

sea temperature. Before the air leaves the land it has been

subject to the process of convective nixing in the light

winds and is fairly homogeneous, with perhaps a very shallow

superacliabatic layer neal the. ground which will be substandard

if t¡e land is d4r (58). As the air moves over the water it

is affected by turbulent or mechanical rnixing' so that large
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gradients of tenperature a¡rd noisture exist in the lowest

few hrmdred feet. This produces a supeÏTefractive layer

which is well developed shortly after the air leaves the

land, and persists for some distance' usually. greater than

50 ¡niles.

N. to N.E. winds may only have a snall oven¡'¡ater

trajectory (tig. 6.1) before they reach the transmission

path, but are still subject to cooling. fron below over water

to sone extent. The nixing of the air as it comes off the

low cliffs at the ta¡rd-sea interface causes fairly r¡nstable

conditions with large variations in hori zontal honogeneity.

Large fluctuations appear on the record with tirne constants

of a few ¡ninutes.

sea breezes are also subject to the process of cooling

from l¡elow ovet water to some extent. Owing to the very

local nature of these breezes, especially in the conplex

geography of this site, the effect of the sea breeze is to

cause large superrefractive variations on the record. coastal

Lrreezes are disctlssed further in section 6.5.L.

6.2.3 SUBREFRACTION

On 13 days the radio waves were refracted upwards by more

than 0.02 degrees fro¡n their standard path for sone part of

the day. Nine cases of subrefraction occurred during

conclitions of S.E. winds from the tand. Tllese winds were
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geneÏally. greater than 10 knots on days when maxinun temp-

eratures were in the range 70-80oF. The substandard layer

was rarely seen before noon, and in no case did it persist

beyond 2200 hours. It mt¡st be renenbered, however, that

24 hour recording was only undertaken on 12 days ' The

subrefractive layer generally weakened in the evening as

the gully winds becqme cooler and very strong' Two of the

13 sr¡bsta¡rdard records occurred during strong (20 knot)

s.w. to w. winds and only for about 2 hours near noon. The

layers were only 51ìghtly subrefractive (0'02 degrees) '

The remaining 2 substandard records were taken during

northerty wind condititions, one with light 100oF N. winds

just prior to a cool S.W. change, the other during strong

N. to N.E. winds from the land.

All observed cases of subrefraction have a relatively

steady record with fluctuations rangi.ng from as little

as t 0.002 degrees to no more than 0.010 degrees'

The geography of the site causes the S'E' winds to flow

over hills of 800 to 1100 feet, a:rd then down to cliffs of

about 100 feet at the coast. (fig. 6.4) The hills facing

the sea catch the aftemoon sun and are warmer than the

hilltops over wich the air has passed. As the air flows

dorvn the hi1ls to the sea it is heated from below by the

\{,armer grorurcl. The normal processes of convection oCcur but

necha¡rical turbulence resulting from boundary friction in

the strong wincls (10-20 knots) predominates' A
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superadiabatic layer forns, ild because the surface is dly

ground, there is no graclient of water vapour, and this

layer is therefore substar¿ut¿ (59). Thís air is carried

out to the transrn-ission path within 10 ninutes, whidr is

not enough time for the air above the transnitter (83 feet)

to be nodified by the water's sutface. The noderate wind

speeds keep the layer fairly steady, ild no large changes in

refraction are observed as in the case of superrefraction

in light winds. The effect of the cliff face is not known

but presumably will not affect the transrnission path (85t

to 280').

Gully winds (section 6.5.2) also result when colder,

heavier air flows down the hil1s and is subject to heating

from below. As the srut sets, the earth cools and heating

from belohr ceases. The superadiabatic conditions disappear

a¡¡d theiecord goes back to standard. For this leason

subrefraction was not seen after 2200 hours.

Not enough is known about the initial state of the air to

estimate the cause of sr.¡bstandard conditions appearing on

the renaining 4 days. However, the strong E. to N.E.

r^¡inds could be sr:rbstandard as they leave the dry land after

being hcated from below with meciranical rnixing in the strong

lt'ind.

6. 3 CONIPARISON WITH V.FI. F. EXPERIMENTS

Refraction recorcls taken in the lowest 300 feet of the troposphere
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should indicate r,ihether a radio duct will or will not form. Standard

and substandard records do not allow trapping to occut, but a

supeïstandard layer will suppott a radio duct.

The effect of the surface layer is observed on two nearby v.ll.F.

links with ove¡¡ater paths ({ig. 6 . 1) . A l- l5 Mlz P .M. G. link

between Kingscote, on Kangaroo Island, ancl Adelaide, is monitored

for s.ignal strength. Another experimental link at 30 lfrIz, estab-

lishe<l by the Electrical Enginoering Departrnent of the University

of Adelaide, monitors both vertical and horizontaL poLarízation'

Both of these links are subject to signal enhancenent in a radio

duct.

Signals at these low frequencies nay still be enhanced even

though no surface duct exists. An elevated superÏefractive layer

at about 5000 feet can reflect the V.H.F. htave back down to the

receiver, (60) and cause a subsequent increase in s-ignal level if

the phase is favourable' Fading may otherr"rise occut' The 30 lúrz

horizontally polarised wave seens to be especially subject to

reflection frorn elevated layers. (61) Such Layers are usually

caused by subsidence inversions associated with high pressure

systens (ó2) 
.

Elevated inversions could mask the effects of surface ducts on

radio wave propagation, and so all V.H.F. records, for which art

elevatcd layer is present, will be ignored for the pulposes of

this investigation. Ttvo sour-ces of data are used to test for an

elevated inversion, and although taken 40 niles from the site,
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they will be sufficiently rcliablc because subsidence and othcr

elevated layers are generally large in irorizontal extent'

(1)RefractivcindexprofilestakenatAdelaideAirport

aresufficientlyreliabletodetectsuchlargescale

effects

(2) The acoustic sou¡rder 
(63) at lveaponrs Research

Establishment, Salisbury, South Ausralia' can also

detecthighlevelinversions.Ifanelevatedlayer

exists, the V.H.F. record is ignored' Renaining

recordsshouldonlybeaffectedbyvariationsinthe

Iowest few hundred feet of the troposphere'

These records are compared qualitatively with the rneasured

microwave refraction.

6. 3. 1 STANDARD CONDITIONS

on all days whichhave a standard profile at Adelaide

Airport after the passi.ng of a cold front, the prop.agation

recorcls are steady. Fig.6.5 shows the variation on each

of these records on such a day. The Aldinga Bay experiment

issteadyatnormalrefractionwithsrnallfluctuations

oftheorderofrandomturbulence.TheV.H.F.link(115Mtz)

rcmains within a few dB over several hours, while both

horizontalty and vertically polarised H'F' traces (30 MHz)

a.re steady within about 1 dB. The 30 MHz link is switched
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between horizontally and vertically polarised antennas evely

l1z, 1¡i-,-te-, 
(u1) 

.

On other days, when standard conditions exist over the

land, the Il.F. experirnent gives steady readings' but the

V.H.F. is sub ject to sonie large variations ' This can be

traced to surface ducting effects arising when air from the

land is advected across the l^Iater of the Gulf of St' Vincent'

A supersta¡rdard surface layer forrns as in section 6'2'2'

This duct is often deep eno.ugh to cause a very large

enhancemcnt in V.ll.F. prop.agation, but rarely supports

ducting at the longer wavelength 50 MHz signal' F-ig ' 6'6

illustratesthecasewheretheV.H.F.isenlrancedbya

surface duct but the H.F. s.ignal is unaffected' AIso in

thisfigure,thelandairhasnothadsufficienttimeover

the water to significant-ly modify the surface layer on the

coastal nicrowave liltk" 'Ihis is often the case when winds

from the land a.re noderate to strong'

6.3.2 SUPER^STANDARD CONDITIONS

The nain cause of a stable superrefractive layer seens

tobetheadvectionofwarnairfromtheN.E.flowingacloss

St. Vincerttsf Gulf (fig. 6.1), ild being nodified by

thc cooler water to form a supeÏrefractive surface layer

(section 6.2.2). This surface duct is observed on both

the nicror{ave and V.H.F. experinents (fig' 6'7)' lÌnfortun-

ately no II.F. is available for this record' I¡ut the surface
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duct would probably not be deep enough to support' 30 MHz'

The other conclitions for superrefraction on the nicro-

rvave link alnpst all involve f.ight breezes fron the land'

The slow movement of air over the cooler sea sets up

unstable conditions along the coastline' either through

advection or by the setting up of a loca1 sea breeze call

(see section 6.5.1). In any case, the air in the vicinity

of the V.H.F. link is probably outside the influence of

the sea breeze, but still is superrefractive fron the

modification of the warm land air by the cooler sea surface'

6 .3.3 SUBS TATìDARD CONDITIONS

There seems to be very little correlation between the

substa¡rdard conditions on the microwave link and the signal

strength records on the other paths ' Alnost a-11 of the

sul¡refractive conclitions observed in section 6.2.3 are 10ca1

to Alding a Bay, Ðd do not appear to extend out to sea fqr

enough to affect the lo|er frecluency paths " lrlhen substandard

profiles are observed at Adelaide Airport, the low frequency

experiments exJribit a considerable drop in signal strength

clue to the change in effective earthrs radius' However' the

surface layet under these conditions is generally quite

dependent upon local conditions and the time of the day'

As substandard conditions on the microwave link occur

during S.E. rvinds fron the land, the most conmon situation
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on the other paths is the advection duct mentioned previously'

Again the V.l-I.F. is often enhanced due to ducting but the H'F'

is not affected significantly (fig' 6'8)'

6.4 FRON'TS

An air mass is a large body of air that has approximately

uriform temperature and water vapour concentration horizontally'

Tl're bourdary between thlo such air rnasses is called a frontal

surface,fldtheintersectionofthefrontalsurfaceandthe

earthrs surface is called a front (63). The frontal surface

is not a sharp dividing line between the two air masses, but rather

a zone of finite width where temperature, hunidity, and wind'

change abruptly in the meteorol-ogical sense'

lVhentlrefrontÏnovessothatcolclairreplaceswarmairovera

portion of the earthrs surface, it is called a cold front' This

type of front is conmon along the southeÏri coast of Australia'

liarn fronts are rarely seen"

Atthefrontalsurface,becausetheoverridingairmassistlre

l{alnone,thereisalwaysastablelayerarrdoftenatemperature

inversion. water vapour concentration in this layer may result in

a starrdard, substandard, oI Superstarrdard elevated layer. A cold

fror-rt has a slope of about 1 in 100, ild within a few minutes of

the front arriving, the air nass, in the lowest 300 feet of the

atmosphere at least, ha-s been completely replaced by the new air

mass.Anyelevatedlayetattlrefrontalsurfaceisnowabovethe

range of this experiment. In the new air mass' whiclt almost

always cones across tire sea on this site, the air is well mixed
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and has a near standard Profile'

Two exanples of tl're effect of a cold front are iltustrated

in fig. 6.9 (a), and (b)., where an air nass of standard profile

replaces another with supersta¡rdard conditions '

6 .5 LAÀ¡D AT¡D SEA BREEZES

I'hese are local circulation ccl1s occurring near the coast, and

consist of both horizontal and vertical air notions caused by

distinct temperature differences between the land and the sea'

They are. generally confined to within 10 niles of the coast, but on

sone occasions nay extend nuch further. fire conplex and úangi¡tg

nature of the air flow, especially during the onset of land and

sea breezes, car¡ses large variations in total refraction over this

short experinental Path.

6.5.1 SEA BREEZES

On clear warrn days, unequal heating of the land and sea

surfaces cause a temperature contlast between them. The

warm air over the land rises by the process of convection'

and ther is a flow of denser cooler air fron the water to

the land. This f10w is known as the sea breeze. If there

is an offshore wind above the surface onshore flow, a strong

local circulation cell sets uP, where the rising nass of air

over land is carried out to sea by the prevailing wind'

'l'his warn air subsequently subsides sorne distance firon the

shore.
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All observed sea breezes on this path are associated

with superrefractive conditions at some stage' even if only

for an hour or so as the circulation cel1 is being estab-

lished. At the onset of a sea breeze, a steady record

goes superstandard, with some large variations of refraction

occurring within 10 nrinutes or so' Sometines after an hour

or two, the record becomes stable when the sea breeze has

established itself. Such a record is shown in fig' 6'10'

The cause of the superrefractive conditions is most

likely due to the subsidence of warrn dry air fron the land

over the cooler moist sea air' The decrease of hunidity

with height and the increase of temperature, lead to strong

superrefractive conditions. The nature of the sea breeze

circulation cell nust of coulse lead to horizontal and

vertical in-stability as it is fonning' Consequently there

is large variation in refractive index conditions over the

path. After some tirne, the hunidity contrast between the

sea air ancl the subsiding air is not as strong' and the record

tends to stabilise.

6 ,5.2 GULLY IVINDS

'i'he normal lancl breeze forms when the soil tenperature

falls below tlrat of tlre sea, arrd a local circulation cel1

forrns which is the l.everse of the sea breeze cell. I{owever,

tlre most prevalent type of land breezeby far, on this site'

is a type of gultY wind.
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Towards the late afternoon the toir of the lìills are no

1o_nger being heatecl, but that side facing tire sr]n (and the

propagation path) stil1 is (tig. 6.4). A ternperature

gradient sets up from the tops of the hi11s to the coast'

Cooler denser air flows down the hills to the sea. This

breeze becomes very strong when there is also a prevailing

S.E. wind (fig. 6.1), and cold air fron the hilltops is

heated fron be10w as it fl0ws on its nornal couIse down the

sunny side of the hills. The normal processes of convection

occur, but nechanical nixing in the 10-30 knot winds pre-

dominates, and a fairly deep superadiabatic layer for¡ns.

Because the la¡rd surface is generally dry gror.grd in sumner,

there is no gradient of water vapoul, and the superadiabatic

surface layer is therefore sr¡bsta¡dard. The high winds

quickly advect this air over the prop.agation path, leaving

little time for its nodification by the water surface.

A substandard refraction record results.

Itlhen the sun sets, the earth cools and heating fron below

over land ceases. Strperadiabatic conditions disappear, Ðd

the record goes back to standard.

Fig. 6.11 illustrates how rnicrowave refraction over the

link varies when the gully winds start, Ðd shows how the

subrefractive layer which fOrms, revelts to standard after

the sun sets. l'he record then remains fairly steady in the

strong winds.
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS

Sufficient correlation exists between the loca1 meteorological

conditions and the observed refraction to adequately predict the

type of rnicrowave record that witl prevail. For exanple, cold S.lì"

winds following a cold front will be associated with a standard

record. t{arn N.ltt. winds fron the land are modified by the water in

St. Vincentst Gulf to produce a strong supelrefractive surface

duct. Light N.E. to N. offshore breezes ale modified as soon as

they reach the coast, setting up unstable superstandard conditions

on the nricrowave link. Very large dtanges in refraction are recorded

within a few minutes. Sea breezes are also associated with large

unstaLlle horizontal and vcrtical gradicnts of temperature and water

vapour, and consequently, voIY large and quite rapid variations in

microrvave refraction occur. The record is usually superrefractive

during sea breezes. Gully winds set up a local subrefractive

layer whicli disappears after sr¡nset. This record is steady with

a slow change in the mean.

Superstanclard records are. generally much stronger than sr¡bstarrdard

otres, ancl their relatively large arìd fast dranges could have a¡l

important bearing on the des.ign and perfonnance of coastal micro-

rÌave coilmìutìication links .

'Ihe lar.gest e¡ürancement of V.H.F. propagation comes from surface

ducting effects. These ducts have been observed on the Aldinga

Bay experinent. They are rately deep enough to support H.F"

racliation in any of the observed records, but it must be remernbered
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that not many 30 li'lliz recorcls ttcre talicll .

Large scale effects, e-.g. cold fronts, can cause a distinct

change in the pattern of the record as one air rnass is replaced

by another. For exanple, before a cold front, large a¡rd variable

changes in the horizontal and vertical honogeneity cause rapid

changes in refraction, but imnediately after the front, the air

is stable and a sta¡rdard record prevails.

A few horizo¡rtal refraction records were ta-ken. Generally

they shorved no variation in the nearì, a¡rd the fluctuati<¡ns could

generall¡' be explained by turbulence in the atmosphere. However,

on soÍþ clays nhen there weïe large variations in horizontal and

vertical gradients of temperature and water vapour in the air,

tlrerc were some significant changes in horizontaL lefraction.

These hacl tirne constants of the order of minutes, and were never

seen to exceed t 0.015 degrees, compared with a range of 0.20

degrees fbr vertical refraction.
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Chapterlstatedthatthemainai¡nofthisthesisistoneasure

refraction on a micro¡ave rink by emproying the principles of high

sensitivityavailableattheintersectionoftwooverlapping

patterlls. The author feels that this system adequately achieves this

aim. The output neasures angle-of-fire (or angle-of-arrival) with

good linearity and higþ resolution'

HARDI{ARE

Hardwa¡ehastakenupaconsiderableportionoftheauthor|s

tine in this project, and although sone of the equipment seems quite

sinple and straightfon*ard, it is often the result of investigating

severalsystensandtheirinteractionr¡ntilthenostsuitable

formisforrrd.îlreequipmentdevelopedhereisthoughttobethe

nost reliable and is easy to instru¡nent'

An elevated receiver site simplifies the problem of ninimising sea

reflections. Accurately nachined antennas with suitable horn design

enable the necessary low sidelobe radiation patterns to be achieved'

Antenna feeds and nor.urts are very rigid and ens're high stability

ofbea¡nposition.Prefabricatedgaragesprovideadequateweather

protectionfort}reaerialsandequiprnent,exceptwhentherai¡cones

fron the south-west.

nu-st be shut down.

It then falls onto the antennas and the equipnent
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Modulatingandsrtitc}ringtechniquesdevelopedherehaveseveral

advantages. Bean switchi.ng avoids an interference field at the

receiver, and the frequency components for A and B in the received

waveform contain no cross-coupled conponent' as would be the case

witJr sampling techniques using a considerably higher switching

frequency. AIso the 100eu square wave rnodulation and crystal control

of frequency ensuïe excellent waveforrn and, consequently, bean

stability.

.Ihe ferrite devices can be used at switching rates of up to

1lr{llz, ensuring that waveforns are veÏy square at the frequencies

r¡sed. l*{icrowave switching circuits 'and drivers aÏle simple to

implement and provide very h.igh reliability. Directional couplerS

with a manual switch to the sane detector provide a reliable check

on the transmitted powers. A current monitor is also provided on

the nodulator drivers.

Acrystaldetectorwastheonlyreceivingequipmentavailable'

resulting in signals of a few microvolts only being available

to detect details of bea¡n infornation. StabIe receiver des.ign

h¿s ovcrcorne alr the difficulti.es here and separated the signals

frrcmnoise.ThepenaltyisaverynarTowbandwidthof4Hzper

channel and a correspondingly low response time. This is adequate

for measuring the small changes in angle of refraction, but is not

fast enough to detect the nost rapid changes due to turbulence'

Ilowever, it is not the main aim of this experinent to invgstigate

turbulence.
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Calibration of the systen gave a veqf linear output. It would

be difficult to improve on ¿rn absolute accuracy of 10.010 degrees

with respect to a truly standard refractive index profile, but the

equipnent resolution of 1 0.002 degrees here is stable enough

to detect ciranges in refraction of this order over a period of

several hours.

7.2 TURBULENCE

During the inítial line up tests snall fluctuations on each

received si.gnal were observed. These were thought to be caused

by turbulent eddies in the nedium. The theory of chapter 4 was

instigated"to investigate the nature of this turbulence and its

effect on the resolution of the system, and to see if its effect

could possibly be reduced.

Lee and Har?'s technique is used in this analysis because it

is interpreted in simple physical terns. The power spectrurn of

turbulent eddies used is the Komolgorov spectrum. This has fourd

widespread use and has reasonably good experirnental verification,

a¡rd thus should yield reliable results. The variance of the

signals and their correlation co-efficient is calculated in terns of

the turbulence parameter Cl , and after the effect of the receiver

a.g.c. i:; taken into accor¡rt the variance of the output is for¡nd.

Corre.lation tests give quite good agreement with this theory.

AIso, estj.mates of Cfl give resolution figures of the order of those

observed, but in any case, the strength and correlation co-efficients
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of the ra¡rdon fluctuations actually seen on the record for a

variety of atrnospheric conditions still corlespond to the

resolution quoted. Any larger variations are proven to be due

to significa¡rt change-s in refraction over the path'

The triple integral of variance and covaria¡rce is exanined to

find the effects of path length, the wavenunber of the random

perturbation a¡rd the degree of anisotropy on the variance of the

output difference s.ignal. As expected, nid path is the nost

important position and the lalger turbulent variations expected

near the earthrs surface on the half nile overland section near

the rcceiver do not have much influence on the output. The

wavenumber of the randorn perturbations whidr Proves to be most

significant is 0.75 correspondi.ng to a turbulent eddy size of 8

metres. A¡risotropy does not affect the resolution of the systen

s i gni fi cant ly .

It is to be noted that the interferometer, whictr is a phase

cletector, is most sensitive to eddies of the order of the outer

scale of turbulence. As tJre Konolgorov spectrun is not reliable

at this scale of turbul-ence, concl¡¡sions about the li¡niting resolution

of the interferoneter nr¡st be considered with this in nind'

7.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Two suggestions are rnade to increase the flexibility and leso-

lutio¡r of the systen, without increasing the conplexity.
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7.3.I LINEAR DETECTOR

Turbulent fluctuations in field strength are only half

those of power, and consequently, if a nicrowave receiver

with output proportional to field strength were used instead

of a crystal detector, the effects of turbulence could be

reduced by two.

As a larger s.ignal would be available, the trmed receiver

design could be improved to- give an even greater stability'

noise irununity and speed of response.

Interference from sea reflections would also be halved.

7 .3.2 MULTIPLE FEEN ON ONE TRA}ISMITTING DISH

The theory of chapter 4 indicates that the effect of

turbulence on the output cor¡ld be reduced by another

factor ot- two if two feeds were t¡sed at the sane phase

centle to generate the overlapping beans. This leads to

problerns in cross cotrpli-ng but these have been solved in

Appendix 2.

A third feed (or a second pair of horns) would allow

overlapping beams to be produced in the horizontal plane

also, enabling the sinultaneous recording of both horizontal

and vertical refraction.
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7.4 METEOROLOGY

The output provides a continuous time record of the variation

in refraction over the path. A slow change in the mean results

from tl'rc large scale modification of a:r air mass. The faster

changes, often large, mugf come from smaller scale mixing of the

air associated with large horizontal a¡rd vertical gradients of

rvater vapoulf and temperature, such as those present in sea breezes

or themal plumes whidr are advected a sholt distance out to sea.

There is sufficiently good agreement between the meteorological

conditions and the nicrol^rave records to justify a prediction of the

effects 9f local weather on refraction. These effects range flo¡n

very steady records during S.W. winds, to records whidt show vely

large variations in angle of fire within a fevr ninutes. Ttre large

variable superrefraction at the onset of the sea breeze could prove

to be an important consideration in the planning of a coastal

conmunications link.

7.5 COMPAIìISON IVITII OTI{ER I\ÍETHODS

This system is designed to measure refraction, and the effect

of a turbulent nedium is only considered becatlse it reduces the

resolution. TWo other basic neasuring techniques are considered

in tcrms of their ability to neasure refraction in a turbulent

nediun. The advantages of the interferometer fbr detecting random

turùulence are not considered.
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7 .s.r SCANNED BEAlvl TECTINIQUES

Angle-of-arrival techniques which r¡se a nechanically or

electrically .scanned bean have two obvior¡s disadvantages.

The first is that only one reading can be taken per scan and

the output is not continuous. Also, as the angle of arrival

is found by detecting the naximum of a bean, that is the

least sensitive region of the radiation pattern, the resol-

ution of the equipnent could not easily attain the t0'002

degrees achieved here. An antenna size of about 20 netres

would be needed at 35 GHz. The cost of this would be

prohibitive. Phase incoherences across such a large aperture

would cause the resolution to be reduced in a turbulent

¡nediun.

7 .5.2 INTE RFEROMETER TEGINI QUEq

Interferometers measure angle-of-arrival by detecting the

phase difference between two or nore spaced receivers ' If

the medium is quiet, extremely good resolution can be achieved

by spacing the antennas many wavelengths apart' However'

the further apart the antennas, the nore difficult it is to

interpret the output in terms of angle-of-arrival when the

wavefront is curved. Ihe resolution achievable in a turbulent

nrediu¡n is shown to be of the same order as the experiment

described in this thesis.
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Angle-of-arrival measured with the overlapping beans nay

give a different answer from that measured with an interferometer.

Itith overlapping beams, angle of arrival is nornal to the

tangent plane to the wavefront at the neasuring point, (effects

of turbulence excluded). This is strictly only true when

the two beams are generated fron the sane phase centre. An

angle-of-arrival can be interpreted on an interfero¡neter as

the nor¡nal to the line joining two points of equal phase on a

wavefront. The two definitions coincide when ttre wave is plane,

or when the two observation points are brought closer together

(reduced to zero).

OVERLAPPING BEAM TECHNIQIJE

Turbulence, rather than equipnent errors, linit the resolution

of the systern for detecting angle-of-fire. Refraction effects

caused by turbulent eddies less than 20 rnetres in size cannot be

resolved by the experinent. The high correlation co-efficient

between the random signal strength fluctuation, and the use

of an autonatic gain control, both act to keep the effect of

turbulence to a nininum.

The output is linear over the range of expected refraction

and'suffers no deterioration of resolution over this range.

7,6 SIJMI',IARY AND REæMMENDATIONS

The aerials a¡rd switching tcchniqucs provide two stable bea¡ns fron

which angle of fire (or arrival) may be deter¡nined. The receiver

could be improved further if higher transmitter power was available.
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The system is potentially capable of high resolution, but

turbulence in the atnosphere reduces the precision of the results.

Eddies of the order of 8 metres situated at nidpath car¡se the

largest unwanted fluctuations on the output. T\.Io results from

the turbulence theory enable the precision of the systen to

be improved fourfold. That is, a receiver whictr detects field

strength should be used, and the transmitted antenna patterns

should be generated from the sane phase centre.

For future experiments it is recornmended that A and B be

separately recorded in digital form, and (A-B)/(A+B) calculated

in a s¡nall conputer. In this way,, nore sophisticated correlation

tedrniques may be used and valuable information about attenuation

and tr¡rbulence in the medium can be recovered. A spectral

analysis of the output could also be performed.

Light wi¡ds cause very large and rapid changes in refraction

over the path. Horizontal homogeneity is very rare in these

circumsta¡ces and microwave propagation is considerably complex.

A more detailed investigation could lead to sorne statistical

design criteria for coastal comm¡rication paths.
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APPENDIX 1

RAY TRACING METHO DS TO FIND RECEIVER FIELD STRENGTI{

AND ANGLES OF REFRACTION FOR VARIOUS REFRACTIVE

INDEX PROFILES
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In chaptet 2.2 it is shovrn that for linear refractive index profiles'

the receiver output is directly proportional to the change in angle of

fire of the direct ray.

Now it is desirable to know what woulcl happen if the refractive index

profite was not linear. obvior.rsly the received field patterns would be

distorted by the nediun and the clifference signal would no longer be a

linear function of receiver he.ight. flowever, provided there is onry

one possible dire ct tay to the receiver, signal processing enables

the angle of fire of this ray to be determined'

Errors are introduced on long paths where nultipath transnission is

possibte and it is therefore necessary to show that for all probable

refractive index profiles, rnultiple paths cannot occul on this link'

The ¡rath then needs to be short and, for the purposes of this appendix'

theactualpathchoseninsection2.5isusedintheanalysis.Sea

reflections are shown to be small (section 5.2.2) and it is only

necessary to consider multipath due to strong refractive index inversions

etc.

.Iofindthereceivedfieldpatternsforvariousprofiles'aTay

tracing pliogran has been written (tig. 41.1) in which Tays aÌe we.ighted

according to their 4lgre of fire and the angle at which they are

receivecl. Weights are determined fro¡n the antenna radiation patterns '

and field strength is calculated fron the nurber and the weights of all

rays which arrive at the finite aperture receiver. This is allowable

as all rays are very close to phase coherent across the 1'5 metre

receiver unless multipaths occur. The raypaths are plotted for
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increments of 0.05 degrees angle of fire to give an idea of the

behaviour of the nediwn, and to show that rnultipath transmission does

not occur at the receiver.

Variou refractive index profiles are broken into piecewise linear

approxinations and the raypath is calculated according to the

equation cf bendi.ng within eadr section (chaptet 2.2). The conditions

for the validity of ray tracing G4) are adhered to, the main one being

that a ray pattern leads to questionable results in regions where rays

either diverge or converge rapidly, especially where neighbouring rays

cross to forn foci or caustics. Also it should be remenbered that ray

tracing techniques do not take diffraction into account.

The worst expected refractive index gradients investigated are

i0.4 M units per foot, md as this. gradient carinot be naintained

over nore than 100 feet, the largest M change across a layer is taken

as 40 units. The existence of a strong elevated layer below 300 feet

is not very probable and only a few of the worst cases are considered.

Surface ducts are prevalent, with most superrefraction occurring as

a result of this.

Some ray ¡ratterns, including worst c¿rses are shown in fig. 41.2(a)

to (f). It is import ant to note that no nultiple paths fron the

tra¡snitter to the receiver occur on this site for the profiles

considered, although they can occur at more horizontal angles of fire.

lhr¡s a¡r oblique transnission. path here is advantageous in avoiding

nultipath transmiss ion.
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Received patterns are also shown. Although the receiver output

(A-B)/(A+B) can no longer be t¡sed as a function of he.ight to. give a

linear indication of refraction, its value at a fixed receiver does

vary linearly with the angle of fire of the direcp ray. Fig 41.3

ptots the receiver output .V. firing algle of the direct tay fot L4

ray paths, some of which appeal in fig. A1.2. Note the linearity.

Iìven though the troposphere may not be hornogeneous, Ve{f Large

nasses of air with refractive index gradients. gleater than those

considered, would be necessary to refract a Tay sufficiently to cause

multipath interference. As this is unlikely, multipath transnission

is assuned not to occur on this link.
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APPENDIX 2

A NULL PLAT¡E AT¡TENNA
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Theantennadescribedinthisappendixwasbuilttofaniliatize

the author w:lth nicrowave technol0gy and the problens of producing

two overlappi¡S low sidelobe radiation patterns. Time sharing of power

is used to avoid an interfelence field between the radiation patteflìs '

and the problems of switching and modulating microwave eneÍgy are

investigated.

4 GIlz is chosen as a convenient frequency as construction tectrniques

att]risfrequencyare.gencrallythesameasat35GHz,buttolerances

aïe not as severe. Operation of the antenna is well described in

tlrepaperenclosed.Aplrotographoftlreaerialinfig.^2.1shows

some constructional details, while f..ig. A2.2 shows the feed switching

system buirt on nicrostrip transnission line with N type to stripline

transitions at each Port.

Averylinearoutputs.ignalisobtainedfronthisantennaovela

largeralge,indicatingthatthissystemwouldbeusefulforneasuring

small angles of refraction at 35 GHz, provided the constructional

elifficulties coulcl be overcomc. As a low power klystron (s0 rn'¡¡)

is the only 35 GHz source available to the author, this antenna does

nothavcsufficientgaintooperateovel6%milesunlessitisused

as a line source to illuninate another reflector to increase the E

plane aperture.

Thus constructional difficulties led to the choice of two paraboids

at 35 GHz, or one paraboloid with two feeds, to generate the required

radiation pattems. If a system was used where cross coupling occurled'
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Nul-l PJ-ane Antenna.





fig.A2.2
Microwave Feed Swi-[ching Netwonk.
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such as in the case of one paraboloid with two feeds, the effect

of this coupting could be ninimised by using the techniques of this

P¿Ìper.



Lees, M. L. (1969). A null plane antenna. A.T.R., 3(2), 15-20. 
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APPENDIX 3

DIGITAL FILTERTNG OF RECORDED DATA

TO REN,ICVE SLOW GIATIGES IN THE MEAN¡
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A3.1 COVARIA}¡CE BETWEEN T1ORIZONT ALLY SEPARATED ANITENNAS

ItwasstatedincJrapter5.4.ltlratthetrendinthemean

ofthetlacesisslowconparedwiththefastra¡rdornchanges.

Thisisnotalwayssoa¡ditoftenbecomesdifficultto

Separatetheeffects,andifthisisnotdonesuccessfultythe

largerclrangesintlremea]lcanrloninatethecorrelationtests.

To try to separate the effect of the turbulent fluctuations

fron the sloler changes in the means' a high pass digital

filter. ís used 
(65). ïre variable xa is replaced by a we.ighted

avetage Ia where

A3. 1

and ttre weights used are the Blackman - Tukey we.ights'
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Signal strengths ar and ba are calculated fron recorded data

(recej-ved power) and replaced by their weighted averages ' md

then the correlation co-efficient is calculated as before' This

isplottedinfig.A3.lfordifferentvaluesofmcorresponding

todifferentcut-offfrequenciesforthefilter.Thetwocutves

represent the upper and lower linits of all tests done' The

lowertraceisforadaywithlíttleornoatnosphericatten-

uation, while the upper curve occurs when severe attenuation'

either atmospheric or due to bean shift, is present'
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^3^2
A decision must be nade about the filter cut-off frequency,

as the larger the value of rn, the more the high energy low

frequency tenns dominate. By observing records, Ðd by realising

that even in a one knot breeze a turbulent eddy of 8 metres in

size will have lnoved its own length in about 15 seconds, the

longest period of fluctuations considered due to turbulence

is chosen as 20 seconds.

On days with tittle or no attenuation or refraction (lower

curve) ,

standard deviation = 0.007 (normalised)

correlation co-efficient = 0.81

The effect of the filter on the upper curve can best be seen

from the observation that before filtering, the larger attenuation

effects dominate, i. ê. ,

sta¡rdard deviation = 0.025

correlation co-efficient= 0.993

whereas after filtering

standard deviation = 0.006

correlation co-efficient= 0.90 (0.05 Hz cut off)

These results compare favourably with the theoretical value of

0 .85.

A3.2 SIGNIFICA}ùT REFRACTION æVARIANCE TESTS

In order to perforn meaningful covariance tests, it is

desirabre to eflsure that radiation pattems from A and B do not
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vary in gain due to attenuation effects or change in transnitted

power. over the range of refraction expected, the sum (A+B)

shouLd remain fairly constânt, (fig. 2.4 (a) ), but the observed

records. generally have a slow trend in (A+B). Eactr trace is

therefc¡re norrnalised by dividing by an estinate of (A+B) at each

saurpling point.

fhis estinate of (A+B) is formed by averagi¡g the readings

over the period ttm, i.e.,

(A+B) 

"u 
=rl=_, À¡ (at*j * bt*j) A3.5

where the weights trsed are

^3.4

Thus

x, = (4 + 14 cos {)/(zm+r)

"t r = aa/ (A+B) .r,

and br t b./ (A+B) 

"u
A3.5

ara and bra are then correlated as before for different m'

Results for the data of fig. 5.11 are plotted in fig. A3.2.

Now the autocorrelation function of (A+B) falls to 50eo at

r = 48 seconds, and so tlìe averaging period for m is taken to

be t 48 seconds. At this value,

p = -0.82

Depending on the criteria used for chæsing m, p could vary

considerably from this value, but as only a negative value

needs to be returned to show bendi¡B has occurred, this nethod

of evaluating p should be adequate'
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APPENDIX 4

THEORETICAT PHASE VARIATIONS ON ATI

INTERFEROMETER



^4.1
If a comparison between the "si¡nulated rayrl tectrnique used here

and the interferometer method is to be made the phase variations which

appear on eacl,r antenna, and their comelation co-efficients nust be

known.

From equation 4.14, the total received field strength with a pert-

urbation frorn a wavenumber u1 at the slab z = s, for a receiving

antenna at (xo, Io, L) is given by
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Now the phase perturbation is given by

= tan 1
A4dE rp

(In (dE")/Re(dEr) )

After neglecting terms of 2nd and higher orders, the perturbation

in phase f:ron u1 .,
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By following the analysis of chapter 4, and using

Im (X) . In(Y) = N Re (x(Y-Y*) )

M.2

A4.3

the expression for phase covariance for a Konolgorov spectrt¡n beco¡nes

- slt
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phase varia¡rce on each receiver, and the phase covariance nay be

calculated fron equation 5'13 by nunerical evaluation'

As the receiving aerials aÏ¡e generally aligned on the transmitter,

the angular offsets n!, o2, ß1 and B, ate equal to zero' AIso the

receiving antennas are. generally small and a 0'1 metre standard

deviation Gaussia:r apertuTe is chosen for this arralysis. Consider

a 1.5 metre antenna separation with aIl other paraneters unchanged'

Irirst examination of equation 44.4 with these vafues yields the

filterfurrctio¡rinfig.A4.l.Thislrasapoleatu=-oduetothe

assumption that the Konorgorov spectrum çu 
rl/3¡ continues to very

low waventurbers. The true physical spectrun does not go on increasing

atlowuaftertheouterscaleofturbulence,andanoreTealistic

filter fturction for the nedium with an outer scale of turbulence of

60 metres would apPear as shown'

44,+
Fron equation 5'ál phase variance is

2
= L.26.L0 radians

2

a

11 2
Cn

A4 .5
P

and thc cor::elation co-efficient between two antennas 1'5 metres apart

is
PP = 0'99

As a¡r interferometer measuTes phase difference Ör-Ô2, the variance

of the outPut is

= zlt-on)ozno
2

þz 'þr

= 2.77.109 Cn
2 rad

^4.6
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A4.5

Note that the resolution cloes not vary nuch with the separation

ì¡etleen the receivers, becatrse as the base line increases the phase

fluctuations also increase'
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